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Introduction

The crisis in urban transportation is ex
perienced worldwide. From the small
villages of Europe to the sprawling metro
polis of the West, from the crowded centers
of the rich nations to the congested primate
cities of the developing countries, urban
mobility has become unsafe, costly, incon
venient and time consuming. With a growing
urban population and an increasing owner
ship and use of automobiles, cities have be
come congested and polluted, adding much
to the deterioration of urban mass trans
portation.

Solutions to the transportation crisis are
varied. Experiments of different countries
ranged from intensifying the use of existing
transport facilities to adding and applying
new and computerized transport technology;
from snort-range drives to discourage the
use of private automobiles to long-range
integration of land use and transportation
system; and from the modest park-and-ride
systems to an ambitious and costly BayArea
RapidTransit (BART) system.

Generally, the response of most urban
centers in the United States, Canada and
Europe to the current urban transportation
crisis has been to shift transport policies,
from the traditional motor-crlented trans
port system to one that favors mass transit
through the provision of funds for major
investments in mass transit systems, the
downgrading or reduction of highway
programs; or through "discouragement"
programs that aim to limit the use of the
private automobile. Trends indicate that the
transport policy-making processes in these
urban centers will evolve into a program of

comprehensive restraint characterized by
high investments, comprehensive traffic
control programs, comprehensive land use
controls, and restricted use of highways.'

In Metropolitan Manila, as with most of the
primate cities of the developing countries,
no shift in transport policy has yet occurred.
Thus, urban mass transportation continues
to deteriorate. The crisis is aggravated by
sudden and massive rural-urban migration
andan obvious lack of funds.

Solutions continue to be elusive and pro
posals to come to grips with the transport
problems have either been Short-lived,crisis
oriented and ad hoc in approach, or general,
broad and long-range. Most of the ad hoc
strategies adopted have failed. On the other
hand, long·range solutions have been barely
initiated and are yet to be realized. These
include regional planning through the
establishment of growth poles and growth
centers; urban design through a policy of
selective decentralization; land use controls
through more integrated zoning and sub
division regulations; the use of new technol
ogy such as monorails; or expensive tech
nology, such as underground rail rapid
transit or subways.

For purposes of establishing growth poles
and growth centers, the country was divided
into thirteen (13) regions each with a
designated regional capital. This regional

Paper prepared in 1971 as part of major re
port of the author as a UP·UNOP Fellow on
UrbanTransportation Planning at the Univer·

. sity of British Columbia, Vancouver,Canada.

'Frank Colcord Jr., Urban Transportation: Deci·
sion·Making (Spdngfield. Virginia; National Tech
nicallnformation Service INTIS), 1947).p, 58.
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capital serves as the focus of the region. It is
also a counter-magnet to the attraction of
Metro-Manila. It is assumed that the
development of these regional growth
centers will discourage the population from
migrating to the primate city. At the same
time, development will be equitably redistri·
buted throughout the country. A number of
towns in the immediate vicinity of Metro
Manila were also designated as growth
centers to decentralize development and to
reduce population shifts.

The policy of selective decentralization
involved the slow "relocation" of major
traffic generators within the metropolitan
core. These included major industries
especially those that are potluttve,
commercial establishments, and major uni
versities. Feasibility studies are currently
being conducted to determine the effects of
such movements on the Central Business
District. At the same time, zoning and sub
division regulations are being updated (they
used to be carbon copies of US regulations)
and attempts are being made to implement
them on a metropolitan scale.

The Ministry of Public Works, Transporta
tion and Communications (MPWTC) is work
ing on the detailed planning stages for con
structing the first subway line in Metro
Manila in preference to monorails and other
mass-transit systems.

While these long-range strategies are
undoubtedly important and cannot be over
looked or even postponed, the present
situation also calls for remedial, action
oriented strategies and techniques which
must be implemented now to alleviate the
present crisis, to help avert an even more
serious crisis in the future, and to make the
future transportation problems more
manageable. Since other urban services also
make their demands on the limited resour
ces of Metro Manila, these Short-range, ac
tion-oriented strategies should not require
intensive capitalization.

This paper attempts to review and analyze
these Short-range, action-oriented and non
capital intensive urban mass transit tech
niques in an effort to assess how these
might apply and help solve the traneporta
tion crisis in Metropolitan Manila. The paper
will present and examine Metro-Manila's
transportation system, its problem areas,
especially where such strategies might
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apply; identify and classify these
techniques, which may be broadly divided
into those strategies that modify the supply
of mass transit, and those that modify transit
demand; review various case studies, where
such techniques have been experimented
andlor applied; and through careful analysis.
recommend such strategie~ and techniques
(and their changes or modifications) which
may be applicable to the mass transit prob
lems of Metropolitan Manila.

Metro Manila and Its Transportation System

The Socio-Economic·Political Environment

Metropolitan Manila Is the primate city
of the Philippines-an archipelago of some
7,100 islands and 43 million Filipinos (1975).
Being a primate city, Metro-Manila is the
center of all commercial, industrial, social,
educational, CUltural, political and admmts
tratlve activities of the country. Within
Metro-Manila are 90 of the country's first 100
leading corporations, one-half of which are
within the City of Manila proper.

All but one of the main banks have their
head offices In Metro-Manila; all of the major
newspapers, most of the radio stations and
all of the six commercial television stations
in the country are based in the area.2

Metro·Manlla atso accounts for about 50
percent of the national gross value added.
Full one-third of all manufacturing estab
lishments in the Philippines are concen
trated in the area. The region also employs
40 percent of the country's non-agricultural
labor force, and pays more than one-half of
the total manufacturing payrol1.3 Out of its
labor force of 1.20 million about 1.07 million
(88%) are employed, 26 percent of which are
in the service sector. The average annual
family income in 1971 was P7,785, which is
more than twice the national average of
P3,736.4

In sharp contrast to its wealth, commerce
and vitality, one-fifth of the population of
Metro-Manila live in slums and squatter

2See Aprodieio Laquian, The City In Nation
Building (Manila: School of Public Administration,
University of the Philippines, 1966).

3lbld. p. 46.
4PhilipplneCensus.1971.



settlements; and one-thtrd of them reside in
the central or core city, Tendo, which re
cently became the site for an international
competition for Habitat '76,and is the largest
squatter settlement, with a population of
over 175,000 residents or 27,000 families. It
has a density of over 2,000 persons per
hectare, or about 810 persons per acre.5 Ur
ban renewal and housing, therefore, are two
of the more pressing concerns of the metro
polis.

In 1974, the Metropolitan Manila Govern
ment was incorporated into a Metropolitan
Manila Commission under the governorship
of the First lady. The Metro Manila Com
mission includes four cities and thirteen
municipalities under its jurisdiction. It occu
pies an area of 630 sq. km, and embraces a
25-km. radius from the central business
district. The population was estimated at 7
million in 1976,6 represented about 50 per
cent of the total national urban population,
and Is equivalent to 10.5 percent of the
country's total. The population is Increasing
at an annual rate of 5.0 percent (2.5% is due
to immigration alone), compared with the
nation's annual average rate of 3_1 percent.
The average density is 11,240 persons per
sq. km. in 1975, and is increasing at an
annualrate of 2.5percent.

In comparison, the Greater Vancouver
Regional District (GVRO) covers a total of
thirteen (13) cities and municipalities, with
an estimated population of 1.2 million in
1975, and a density of only 460 persons per
sq.km.1 .

The Metropolitan Manila Commission
(MMC) promises to make the city a more
livable place. In the last two years, while
awaiting a comprehensive plan being pre
pared by the Human Settlements Commis
sion (HSC), it has embarked on an action
program by creating task.forces for each of
the "metropolitan" services, which include
power, water, drainage and sewerage, gar
bagedisposal, transportation andtraffic, and

5>'Tondo Foreshore". in the Philippines Quarter·
tv, Vol. 8, No. 2(June. 1976).pp. 59-83.

llimeida Marco$, "Manila-Challenge to the VI·
slonary", In the Philippines Quarterly, Vol. 8, No.1
(January, 1978),p. 22.

70reater Vancouver Regional District, The
LivableRegion, 1916.
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planning. Acting on previous studies and
proposals, the MMChas implemented action
projects. The task force on traffic has de
voted most of Its efforts to traffic alone
(the movement of vehicles on the road), and
not necessarily on urban mass transit (the
movement of peopleand goods).

Though growth poles and growth centers
have been designated to act as counter
magnets to Metro-Manila's growth, the
metropolis will continue to play the role as
the Philippine's primate' city, and will con
tinue to influence the development of the
other cities and urbancenters of the country.

The Transportation System

1. TheRoad Network

As early as 1577, only six years after its
founding in 1571, Manila already had a plan
for a small fort built by Governor Francisco
de Sande. This fort eventually grew and
became "Intramuros," the walled City of
Manila, during the Spanish times. Little Is
known of what plans were prepared during
the 300 years of Spanish colonization, but
it Isassumedthat the City continued to grow
and spill out of the fortress and Into the
countryside. In 1905, Daniel Burnham, the
father of the "City Beautiful" movement,
prepared the "Plan of Proposed Improve
ments" for Manila. Of its street system, he
wrote:

The aim of the proposed street sys'lem
of Manila is In brief, to leavethe old city
streets untouched except for the
creation of a few indlspensabie new
arteries upon which work should be
begun immediately. The old wall (of
Intramuros), left undisturbed except
for the street opening through the
angle bastions, should have a setting
formed by a sunken garden replacing
the unsanitary moats. 1n the outer part
of the town, a rectangular street sys
tem Insures sunlight on all sides of the
houses, provides especially ample
streets in the lines of heaviest traffic
toward the town center and by means
of radial and diagonal arteries makes
everysection of town readily accessible
from every other. In considering this
street system, we should bear in mind
that the presence of water very near
the surface places almost prohibitive
difficulties In the way of depressed
or underground connections of any
sort. So that short of a recourse to ex
pensive and objectionable track eie-
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vation, there is only one way to provide
for ami{le traffic, vlz., by sufficient
arteries.1i

Burnham's plans of wide avenues, instead
of "track elevations" or elevated highways,
and "underground connections" or subways,
were of course, short of visionary. Unfor
tunately, only a part of Burnham's plan was
implemented. Even If It was fully Implemen
ted, the plan covered only about a tenth of
the present Metro-Manila area. During World
War II, Manila was heavily damaged and
practically leveled to the ground, though
"the general outlines of Burnham's Innova
tions survived that conflict as partial basis
for post-warPhilippine urbandevelopment.''Ii

"Partial basis" Is an appropriate descrip
tion of what happened to planning after the
war. In 1945, the National Planning COm
mission (NPC) prepareda "Major Thorough·
fares Plan for Metropolitan Manila" which
was revised in 1954. Though laid out In the
spirit of Burnham's wide avenues, these
plans have largely been Inefficient and In
effectual. The NPCcould only "be consulted
as an advisory body, but It had no control
over the actual implementation of the
Plan. "10 The present transportation network
therefore, evolved dimly out of Burnham's
grandiose plans, as well as what the 13
municipalities and four cities decided to
build, oftentimes Independently of each
other, after the War.

In september 1913, the Overseas Techni
cal Cooperation Agency of Japan prepared
an "Urban Transportation Study for Metro
politan Manila Area."l1 The study was the
first of a number of serious attempts at
planning the transportation system of the
Metropolitan area with foreign assistance.

!!Charles Moore, Daniel Burnham....Archltect
snd Planner of Cities, Vol. I and II, (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin Company,1921) p. 187.

IlThomas Hines, Burnhsm of Chlcago....Archi·
tect and Planner (New York: Oxford University
Press,1974), p. 215.

1oAprodicio Laqulan, "Manila", in William
Robson and D.E. Regan ees., Great Cities of the
World: Their Government, Politics and Planning
Vol. 2 (London: George Allen and Unwin Ltcl.
1972) p. 621.

110verseas Technical Cooperation Agency
Urban Transportation Study for Metro Manila
Area,(Manila:DPWTC, 1973).
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The Philippines' most important modes of
public transport-the bus and the jeepney.

Their plans, however, Invariably proposed
extensive use of elevated highways over
9xisting ones, and.even overand along rivers
and "esteros" Or canals. Criticized primarily
in terms of costs and aesthetics, these plans
have not been implemented, and may have
beenquietly and promptly shelved.

Recent proposals to improve the road
network, and urban transportation In the
metropolis come from the Ministry of Public
Works, Transportation and COmmunications
(MPWTC). Building on the existing network
composed of nine (9) radial and three (3)cir
cumferential major arteries, mostly with four
to eight lanes, they propose to expand the
network to 10 radial avenues converging on
the central business district, and six (6)
circumferential arteries, fanning out of the
central business district.

A two-rail subway,out of a total of three, is
being proposed to run from the northeast,
through the central business district, and
southwards, up to the vicinity of the Inter
national Airport. Other proposals have
Included the settlngup of a monorail
system, but the financial and other problems
supposedly favor the construction of sub
ways. Detailed planning of these and other
proposals areon-going.

In 1916, another foreign consulting firm
was commissioned by the MPWTC to pre
pare a Transportation cum land Use Study
for Metropolitan Manila.

2. UrbanTransit Demand

The population and activity patterns of
Metro-Manilageneratesome 8.5million trips



a day (excluding walking trips), about 1.7
million vehicle trips a day,and some 700,000
person trips to and from the surrounding
areasoutside the metropolls.12

Modal split in 1974revealed that out of 8.3
million person trips, 67.9percent or 5,654,000
person trips were made by mass transit, t.e.,
by jeepney, bus and taxi, making 739,475
vehlcie trips representing 43.4 percent of
total vehicle trips (see Table 1 below). As
with most cities that are fast becoming
motorized, 40.8percent of vehicle trips were
made by the private automobile In Manila.

TableI - Modal Spilt In Metropolitan Manila
1974'
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within or immediately within the viclnlfy
of the core area. In a study done by a
Japanese trensport team in 1972, it was
found out that trips to school (1,060,000
trips) outnumber trips to work (1,046,000
trips).13

Teble2 - Populationand DenaIlY, Pattern, Metro-ManIla

% ofAf88 % Of Metro Dftn.lty {plkm2}
Po/Wlfltlon

Core (CIty of Manila) 4.5 30.0 34.75

InnerRIng(urban-
IzedsubdiviSions) 39.0 45.5 8.25

OUterFling (urban-
IZed lIfes) 55.5 21.5 1.90

Source: Terme of Reference. Metro-Manila Transportation cum
land UseStudy.June 1914.

Jeepneys 3.839.000 48.1 479,815 282

811$$$ 1.384.000 16.4 34.100 2.0

Taxi 451.000 li.4 225,liOO 13.2

Pllvale cars 2.091.000 2li.1 591.000 40.8

Trucks.etc. 519.000 1.0 212,000 15.8

8,324.000 100.0 1.108,415 100.0

The land use pattern of Metro-Manila
aggravates the crisis in urban mobility.
GrOWing In a traditional concentric pattern,
the population exhibits marked variations in
number, growth'and density within the area,
u shown In Table 2. The concentration of
specific iand uses which are major traffic
attractors and generators, also adds to the
transportation problems.' Most of the com
meroial establishments are located In the
core area. The squatters and slum dwellers,
who are potentially captive transit riders, are
In the core area. About two-thirds of all
movie houses, now numbering almost a
hundred, with seating capacities of over
2,000 each, are also within the core area.
Ten to twelve universities, four of which
are In the middle of the central business
district Itself, having a combined popula
tion of over 200,000 students, are all located

Person trips
No. %

Veh1f:lfltrlps
No. %

Sources: Terms of Aeference. Metre-Manila Transllortetlon cum
Landvee Study. June 1914.

To add to all these, there are large-scale
urban developments, both proposed and in
progress, within the core area. These new
developments, In the absence of a compre
hensive plan, are being oonstructed without
previously considering their effeots on the
demand for urban mobllity. Among these
projects are: an urban renewal program of
the Tondo squatter area which Is being
carried out under a policy of on-site redevel
opmentor nonrelocatlon, which means that
more than 175,000 residents will remain in;
the core area; a 4,000 hectare reclamation
project along the·Manlia Bay,which will be a
mixed commercial-residential-recreational
olty-wlthln-a-city development, scheduled
for completion in the 1980's; and the Inter
national airport, which Is being renovated
to accommodate the Increasing number of
tourists. (Although plans for Its transfer
have been proposed, the airport might stay
by default since no available and feasible
alternative site hu been found.) .

Urban mobility In the Metro-Manila area
will continue to deteriorate what with an
already congested and crowded core area,
together with a rapidly Increasing popula
tion base, and the rush of uncoordinated
large-scaleurbandevelopments.

12Department of Public Works, Transportation
and Communications, "Terms of Reference
Metro-Manila Transportation cum Land Use
Study" (Manila:DPWTC, 1974).

13()TCA. op. en, p, 84.
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3. UrbanTravelSupply

To cope with the travel demand In Metro
Manila, residents rely on the following for
mobility:

a) A fleet of 2,600 buses of 50 to 60 seat
ing capacity, and around 400 minibuses of
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20 to 25 seating capacity, in 1975. The
system is operated by 76 private bus opera
tors on more than 400routes, with individual
owners openly competing on the same
routes;

b) A para-transit system consisting of
17,000 jeepneysor Public Utility Jeeps (PUJ)
of 10 to 14 pasengers; about 3,000 auto
calesas(smaller jeepneys with 6 to 8 seating
capacity); and around 8,000 taxicabs. These
are likewise operated by many operators,
which may be private individuals, corpora
tions or cooperatives, all competing along
the same routes. In 1960, jeepneys were
operating on more than 2,000 franchised
routes within the metropolitan area.14

Jeepneyswere originally USArmy surplus
jeeps, which were converted for urban
transport services at the end of the War In
1945.15 Since then, they have become "per
manent fixtures," and have evolved into a
lavishly decorated and locally manufactured
Manila jeepney which has ultimately be
come one of Metro-Manila's major "attrac
tions." Each jeepney accommodated two
passengers in front, and from six to twelve
passengers at the back along two uphols
tered seats or benches placed along each
side of the vehicle. The jeepney is an Ideal
vehicle for the hot and humid climate of
Metro-Manila since the sides of the vehicle
are open. A canvas or plastic sheet may be
unrolled overthe sides In caseof rain.

The competition along the routes Is com
pletely open-ended. The service Is complete
ly demand-responsive, having no fixed
SChedules. It Is a thriving business. In 1975,
an estimated 45,000 drivers, 6,000 to 7,000
owners,around 1,000mechanics and several
hundred body-building enterprises were
Involved In the jeepney transport system.
The Industry affects the livelihood of nearly
350,000 residents dlrectly;l11

c) About 200,000 private cars, In 1975(this
includes ears owned by institutions, the
government, and delivery ears and trucks);

l"Setty Pendakur, "Impact of Transport Modern
lzation", a paper presented to the Transportation
Research Board (Washington, D.C.: January 1971),
mimeographed.

lSSigurd Greva, "The Jeepneys of Mllnila", in
Traffic Quarterly, (October, 1972), Pl'. 410-485.

l11pendakur, p. 18.

(I

d) A newly operated commuter train
system, managed by the Philippine National
Railways(PNR), carrying a negligible number
of only about 15,000 passengers per day in
1975. (Until this time, the trains were
relegated to Inter-provincial and regional
trave!.)

The public transportation system of buses
and jeepneysIs essentially an aggregateof a
vast number of Individual enterprises, opera
ting in direct, often fierce, competition with
one another along the same route, for the
same fare. Fares are very minima!. This has
contributed much to greater mobility. The
minimum amount Is now 45 centavos for the
first five kilometers and an additional 8.5
centavosfor eachkilometer thereafter.

Other urban transportation modes In
Metro-Manila are the tricycle and the
"caretela." Tricycles are motorized bicycles
or motorcycles with sidecars seating two
passengers. They are used for very short
trips, such as Intra-subdivision trave!. The
"caretela," a horse-drawn carriage, which
was once popular during the SpaniSh times,
has now been confined for use In the
chinatown district, although It occasionally
wanders Into the central business district.

Supplying mobility to Metro-Manila's 7.0
million residents has becomea dilemma: on
one hand, the combined capacity of all
public vehicles-about 431,000 seats Is not
enough to meet the 8.5 million person trips
per day, especially during the rush hours; on
the other hand, there are not Inough
vehicles to meet the travel demand, the
roads are too few and too narrow to
accommodate the Increasing number of
vehicles. Thus, we have a situation where
there are too many people and too few
vehicles, yet too narrow and constricted
roads for so many vehicles. Solutions lie
somewhere between providing more roads
and transport Infrastructure, providing more
and better public vehicles, and reducing the
population and travel demand.

The free-wheeling free enterprise system
that characterizes the mass transit
operations In Metro-Manila also creates
problems. With so many operators, free
transfers are virtually impossible to Initiate.
This works against commuters whose trips
are not coveredby one route. Fierce competi
tion for the same passenger and fare also
creates offensive driving habits among



drivers, which only serve to encourage fast
driving and disregard and violation of ele
mentary traffic rules, thus neglecting the
safety and convenience of passengers, and
hindering traffic flow and further prolonging
travel times.

Travel time in buses and jeepneys in Manila
is among the slowest in the world-tO to 20
kilometers an hour.

The most obvious, glaring and readily
perceptible defect of the present transit
system in Metro-Manila is the fact that there
are virtually no rider information and ridel
education programs. The only way to find
out which route a bus or jeepney is taking
is to be familiar with the system, by exper
ience. There are no published bus or jeep
ney routes of any kind. There are no
schedules, and even if there was one, the
traffic congestion and delays will render
them useless and totally unreliable. Head
ways, however, are short (only about 5
minutes at the most, during the rush hours)
but buses and jeepneys are almost always
loadedand crowded at these times.

Passenger convenience such as waiting
sheds and designated bus and jeepney stops
aremore of an exception than a general rule.
In a city where the rainy season lasts for
more than four months, and where the
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temperature in the scorching sun averages
in the high 80's, covered waiting sheds are
not sufficient in number. Sus and jeepney
designated stops become useless. In a sys
tem where every passenger counts, and
means greater income and profit for both
driver and operator, buses and jeepneys
operate like taxicabs-they can load and
unload just about any place along a route,
again adding to delays and traffic chaos.

What is needed is a complete overhaul of
the managementand the proviSionof transit
supply, as well as the enforcement of strict
controls and proper planning of transit de
mand.

4. The UrbanTranSitAgencies

To handle the enumerable mass transit
problems, a number of agencies and organi
zations have been created, both permanent
departments and ad hoc committees. They
include the following:

A. GovernmentMinistrieslAgencies
1. Ministry of Public Works, Transporta-

tion and Communications (MPWTC)
2. Ministry of Public Hlghw~s (MPH)
3. Boardof Transportation (SOT)
4. Public Service Commission (PSC)
5. Land Transportation Commission

(LTC)
6. Ministry of HumanSettlements

(MHS)
7. Metro-ManilaCommission (MMC)
8. Phili e National Railways (PNR)
9. All ineering Departments of cities

and municipalities of Metro Manila

S. Ad Hoc Committees
1. Metro-Manila Management Study and

Implementing Committee (MMSIC),
created by the Secretary of the
DPWTC in 1974.

2. Transportation Management Advisory
aro ), created by the Presi-

tter of Instruction No. 225,
November15,1974.

3. Inter-Agency Technical Committee
on Transportation Planning (IACTP),
created by the President, Memoran
dum Order No. 473, December 5,
1974.

4. Inter-Agency Committee to Evaluate
and Recommend Mass Transit
Modes for Metro-Manila, created
by the President, Memorandum
Order No. 503,April 2, 1975.

5. Metro-Manila Transit Corporation,
created by the Presidential Decree
No.492,June 27,1974.
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Although some of the agencies and de
partments listed above are indirectly con
cerned with mass transportation, it is clear
that nobody seems to be in charge of mass
transit In Metro-Manila. There are also no
explicit urban mass transit policies to guide
the various agencies and departments In
planning and Implementing even segments
of the mass transport system.

The failure to control or contain transit
demand, and the failure to provide an
adequate and safe transit are aggra
vated by the failure to properly manage the
enUremass transit Itself.

In terms of organizational strategy, it will
be noted that the approach to transportation
planning, promotion, regulation and Impla
mentation has been very fragmented, largely
uncoordinated and unlntegrated. At the
same time, the approach to Immediate
transit problems has beenpleca-meal,and at
most, on an ad hoc basis. Although the
studies of the different ad hoc committees
are not readily available, the author Is fairly
famlllar with some of the significant pro-
posals which were actually experimented
on. They Include staggering of work hours;
use of the Paslg River,which winds through
the metropolitan area, as a transit mode;
andassigning exclusive bus lanes.

For some reasons, these itrategles, al
though full of promise and potential, failed.
Work hours, for example, were staggered,
but for only 3O-mlnute to one-hour Intervals.
In a city where a ona-hour home-to-work
journey time Is the rule, work hours should
be staggered for at least two-hour Intervals
to have any appreciable effect. Employees
within each agency or department were also
free to choose their work hours, thus half of

tne staff would come In early, and the other
naif would come In later. The early em
ployees would walt for the late employees
before they could start working. In the
af8rnoon, the late employes stop working
when the early employees go home.
Staggering of work hours to be successful,
should therefore be done on a department or
government wide basis, carefully consider
Ing other criteria such as locatlonal factors,
employee population, commuting patterns
of employees, and degree of coordination
with other agencies and departments.

The use of Paslg River as a transit mode
also promised a lot of potential. Unfortunata
Iy, this was done by a private organizatiOn,
which did not, or could not properly relate
to an already uncoordinated land transit sys
tem, espaclally at the terminals along the
river. Worse, hardly anyone knew anything
about it; marketing was practically nil. The
operators had to abandon the system. With
proper planning however,It Is worth reviving.

With streets that ere narrow, assigning,
eXClusive lanes for buses and jeepneys Is
Impractical. On the other hand, too many
buses and jeepneys which are free to load
and unload anywhere, have practically pre
empted the right-most lanes. In practice, the
public vehicles' "Intrusion" Into the left
lanes when overtaking vehicles that load and
unload on the right lenes causes more prob
lems. Along heavily travelled transit routes,
It might be better to "pedestrlanlze" the
entire route or portions of It, or assign it
exclusively for transit use, or both, by
restricting the road to two transit lanes,
while widening the pedestrian sidewalks,
and exludlng all private cars.

To summarize, the urban mass transit
crisis In Metropolitan Manila can be traced

8
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to the combination of the following: 1) the
failure to plan and implement a compre
hensive and integrated iand use and trans
portation plan; 2) the failure to prepare and
develop explicit urban mass transit policies
to guide public and private agencies in coor
dinating the formulation and Implementa
tion of transportation and transit-related
plans and programs; and 3) the failure to
properly implement, manageand enforce the
most elementary rules of traffic to ensure
the efficient, safe, and free flow of vehicles,
peopleand goods.

To arrive at an Integrated, pragmatic, and
economical approach that will consider the
different inter-related factors affecting both
transit supply and transit demand, short
term and long-term solutions covering traffic
management, physical infrastructure re
Quirements, public information and educa
tion programs, and urban mass transit poli
cies should be considered. As stated earlier,
this paper will focus on the Short-range,
actlon-oriented, non-capital intensive stra
tegies. A review of such strategies, which
have been experimented on and applied In
various countries, will be coverednext.

Altemative Transport Strategies

low-cost, short-range,and action-oriented
transportation alternatives are available as
options to expensive rapid rail systems.
While they may not, by themselves solve the
crisis in urban transportation, their consi
deration should be a pre-condition to any
decision to build the high cost option of sub
ways or rapid rail transit systems. These

9
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techniques or strategies have been tested,
tried and in most cases applied in cities of
various countries with varying degrees of
success, and failure. It is the purpose of this
section to review the nature and potentials
of such strategies. In most cases, the pri
mary objective of the strategies is to reduce
the volume of traffic in order to achieve a
more efficient flow or movement of a greater
numberof people and goods.

These strategies may be broadly divided
into two groups: 1) demand modification
techniques or those that modify transport
demand and 2) supply modification tech
niques, or those that tend to modify or in
fluence transportation supply.

DemandModification Techniques

A. Traffic Restrictions-These include
methods of preventing vehicles, by physical
obstruction or fiscal measures, from going
where they would otherwise go. They strike
directly at the freedom of the motorists.

1. Total or Partial Closure of Roads
Other than not building roads altogether, the
next best thing to do In order to control
traffic is to either partially or totally close the
road. This may invoive the use of bollards,
gates or other barriers, or iarge plant boxes.
These physical obstructions may be placed
on both ends of a street, to exclude all
motorized traffic, or only at one end, to
discourage through traffic, and achievea cui
de-sac effect. Traffic Is then channeled away
from areas that require privacy and Quiet,
and into selected main arteries where It Is
better accommodated and regulated.

2. Restriction of Motorized Traffic by Area,
by vehicle andlor Time of Day

Traffic may also be restricted not oniy
aiong a road, but also within a specified area,
such as historical and scenic places.
Restricting traffic in certain areas during
special gatherings such as parades,festivals
and similar occasions Is already commoniy
practised.

Legal restrictions are also already being
enforced to prohibit certain types of vehicles
-"No Entry Except Buses," and freight
trucks above certain spacifled weight limits
-from entering an areaor street In Istanbul,
"dolmus" buses are not allowed to operate
within the city center; and In Lagos, "kia·kla"
buses are also banned from the central
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business dtstrtct." Vehicles, especially
private cars, may also be restricted during
specific times of the day-"No Entry-6-9
A.M."-from entering designated streets
that tend to be easily congested.

Most of these restrictions are already
being enforced, and designating additional
restricted areas should not meet adverse
public resistance. Though less restrictive,
and t.herefore, more acceptable, than placing
permanent bollards and large plant boxes,
legal restrictions have the disadvantage in
that they are only effective when properly
obeyed, or otherwise, extensively policed
and monitored.

B. Traffic Restraint-These strategies do
not directly curtail traffic, but are merely
intended to influence, without directing,
motorists' choices by making driving more
difficult and more costly. The main objective
is to persuade people to make less use of
private motor vehicles, especially during the
rush hours, in the inner and other congested
areasof the city.

The economic justification of these
strategies, often expressed in the context of
"road pricing," has adequately been set by
various authora," The argument hinges on

. toe conclusion that higher charges for the
use of congested roads could produce gains
in economic efficiency. The logic is that
since decisions to use motor vehicles do not
carry responsiblllty for all system costs, l.e.,
vehicle operating costs (including value of
time), road wear and tear, accident costs,
direct environmental and other external
costs, some vehicle journeys are therefore
madewhich would not otherwise be made if
the costs were directly chargeable to them.
The economic efficiency of the system
would therefore be improved by the
exclusion of vehicle journeys whose value is
less than the Incremental system cost. In
principle, this could be achievedby charging

17Mlchael J.Thomson, Methods of Traffic Limi
tation In Urban Area (DECO Working Paper No.3,
1972), p. 22.

l8See Ian G. Heggie, Transport Engln8Sring
Economics (McGraw-Hili: London, 1972), Michael
Beesley, Urban Transportation: Studies in Econ
omic Policies (Butterworth: London, 1973); and
A.A. Walters, The Economics of Road User
Charges, World Bank Staff Occasional Paper No.5
(Baltimore, Maryland: John Hopkins Press, 1970).
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an appropriate price or by other selective
means of traffic limitation, such as those
outlined below.

1. Use of Tolls-Until the present time,
the collection of road tolls is popular,
especially in the United States although tolls
are most often limited to major expressways
and skyways or bridges. Their collection is
also justified primarily by the needto enable
these special infrastructures to be econom
ically viable and pay for themselves. The
idea, however, could be transferred to re
gular urban roads, and the toll fees used not
only to finance the transport infrastructure,
but also to influence travel demand. At the
sametime, toll fees could also be used as an
effective measure to initiate peakioff-peak
differential prlcing.19 Such an idea, however,
has not really becomeacceptable yet. On the
contrary, in someareassuch as the tollgates
at the Lion's Gate Bridge In Vancouver, the
collection of toll fees had to be stopped due
to pressure from motorists.2€)

The biggest drawback of urban tollgates.
however, Is the number of gates that might
be needed, and the consequent cost of
operation. The Smeed Report In London
simply stated that "for ordinary roads In
urban areas. they (tollgates) are costly and
inefficient, and impede the flow of traffic,
and even with modern refinements, we do
not regard them as practicable."2l
Nevertheless, Thomson argues that "the pre
sumption that large toll COllecti0'l areas
would be needed is, however, not convin
cing. Consequently, although some road
widening would probably be necessary in
order to accommodate the booths, the
additional area required would not necessar
ily be so large as to rule out the possibility
of tollgates altogether."22

lSW!lIlam Vickrey, "The Use of Tolls in Control
ling Urban Traffic Congestion", In Andrew Ham
mer, ee., Out of Cars Into TranSit, Research Mono
graph No. 65 (Georgia State University: Atlanta,
1976). .

2OFrom a class lecture in Planning 533, Winter
Term, University of British Columbia, 19n.

21MInistryof Transport, Road PricIng: The Econ
omic and Technical Possibilities (Report of the
Panel under the chairmanship of R.J. Sm8Sd,
London, 1964),p. 17.

22lbid., Thomson, p. 50.



2. Area Llcensing-A variation of toll
gates is area licensing. In this scheme, an
area such as the central business district
is defined and motorists must secure dally,
monthly, or evenyeariy licenses, and display
them in the windshield of their cars, when
entering the restricted zoneduring restricted
hours.

In Singapore,wheresuch a schemeseems
to be enjoying some measure of success,
the hours of restriction are limited to the
morning peak, I.e.,from 7:30am. to 9:30am.
only. 23 Restriction over the full working day
suffers from a serious disadvantage in that
shoppersand people transacting business in
the area are affected to the same extent of
work commuters, who constitute the
majority of urban traffic. At the sametime, it
Is felt that evening peakhour restriction may
not be necessary if motorists have already
been induced not to drive into the zone by
the morning peakrestriction.

Restrictions may apply to all vehicles,
though exemptions may be granted to all
public vehicles, private buses, emergency
vehicles, police and milltary vehicles, and
goods vehicles. As In Singapore, private
vehicles with four or more occupants may
also be exempted, "to encourage car
pools. .. (and to) lessen criticisms that the
scheme favors wealthy motorists and dis
criminates against the less well-off
motorists. ".24

Area licensing schemes have the
advantage of controlling all cars entering the
specified arearegardlessof whether the cars
are parked or not; of regulating unnecessary
through traffic; and of selective control of
various categories of motor vehicles. There
are, however, disadvantages, such as
cilfficultles of enforcement and
administrative problems. It is for these
reasons that In a studyJ!5 by the British
Ministry of Transport in 1967, they were
doubtful about the prospects of enforcing a
dally license system. However, subsequent
experience in the experiment in Singapore

23()rganizatlon for Economic Co-operatlon and
Development, Better Towns with Less Trafffe
(OECD, 1975), p. 107.

24Ibid., p. 107.
25Mlnlster of Transport, Better Use of Town

Roaps(London, 1967). p. 23.
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should provide valuable lessons as to
whether daily license can work, at least in
the context of developing countries.

3. Vehicle Metering-Vehicle metering Is
the sophisticated and mechanized form of
area or dally licensing, and has become
closely associated with "road pricing" and
"congestion pricing." Meters may be
distinguished as either en or off-vehicle. On
vehicle meters, as proposed by Vickrey,
would Involve "equipping all cars with an
electronic identifier. These blocks would be
scanned by road-side equipment at a fairly
dense network of cordon points, making a
record of the Identity of the car; these
records would then be taken to a central
processing plant once a month and the
records assembled on electronic digital
computers and bills sent OUt."26

For off-vehicle meters, an identification
unit fitted to the vehicle would enable the
identity of the vehicle to be recorded by road
side equipment where the vehicle passes
overa pricing point. This information is then
stored and processed by computer and an
account is presented to the vehicle owner
every month, in much the same way as for
telephones.

Meters may be designed for either con
tinuous or point pricing. The continuous
meter Is switched on automatically when
the vehicle crosses a loop entering a pricing
zone, and continues to run until it is
switched off when the vehicle passes out of
the zone. The point meter simply registers
one unit everytime the vehicle passes over a
loop, i.e.,a pricing point.

No city seems to haveapplied any form of
vehicle metering. The obvious difficulty is of
course, the technical complexity of
Installing and operating the meters, not to
mention the political as well as practical'
difficulties of fitting all cars with such
devices. But given Its successful technical
performance, vehicle metering offers a
powerful and sophisticated means of traffic
restraint.

4. Parking Charges-Parking charges or
taxes have been proposed by many as a

2SWiiiiam S. Vickrey, "Pricing In Urban and
Suburban Transport", in George M. 5merk, ed.,
Readings in Urban Transportation (Bloomington,
Indiana: Indiana University Press,1968), 1'.126.
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meansof implementing marginal cost pricing
on road facllitles.21 But research has shown
that they are not as effective as they are
thought to be.A study that examinedprevious
experience with parking price changes to
determine the likely impact of a parking tax
on travel patterns, found, with reasonable
consistency, that "the demand for parking
for work trips on an area-wide basis is
Inelastic, with an elasticity around-.3.28 The
Impact of parking tax on traffic conditions,
therefore. has been slight, almost negligible
for any area-wide parking policy tested. Part
of the reason for this insensitivity In traffic
conditions is that through traffic, which can
account for up to 60 percent of central
business district trips, is not affected by a
parkingtax.29

Considering the 40 percent central
business district trlp-ends, studies on the
effects of parking taxes are vague In their
conclusions. In a survey In London to study
possible mode Shifts, 72 percent of auto
travelers Indicated that for work trips, they
would shift to transit if faced with the In
ability to park.soBut when a parking strike In
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania occurred, which
came closest to creating the "impossible"
parking conditions posed In the London
survey, the overwhelming shifts to public
transportation Indicated by the London
respondentsdid not occur."

On the positive side, parking taxes are rela
tively easy to impiement and administer, and
much of the mechanism for administering a
parking tax are already existing, at least,
when compared to other forms of road
pricing. And though It may not be a panacea
for road congestion, as with all strategies
when Impiemented alone, It can have a

21See Gabriel Roth, Paying for Roads: The Econ·
omlcs of Traffic Congestion (Penguin Books,
Hammondsworth, England, 1967), and A.A.
Walters, The Economics of Road User Charges.
World Bank Occasional Paper No.b {JOhns Hop
klns, 1968).

28Damlan Kulash, Parking Taxes for Coll~S
tton Relief: A Survey of Refated Experience (The
Ilrben Institute, Washington, D.C.1974),p.v.

2311)ld., p. 46.
soMlchael J. Thomson, Some Characteristics of

Motorists in Central London (Greater London
Paper No. 13. The London School of Economics
and Political Science, 1968).

311bld., KUlash,p. 48.
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significant role to play In conjunction with
other prlc;lng measures, so concludes the
Smeed ReportJ32

Moreover, the numerous types of parking
facilities present considerable practical diffi
culties In the implementation of a parking
charge policy. Clearly, it Is only In on-street
parkingareasand in municipal or city parking
facilities that parking charges can be in
stalled with relative ease. Private
commercial parking facilities, t.e., privately
owned but open to the public on a commer
cial baSis, can also be controlled; but formi
dabledifficulties areraised in charging semi
private car parks, i.e., privately owned but
available on a non-commercial basis to res
tricted sections of the public, e.g.,
customers, visitors, employees,stc.: and vir
tually Impossible on private parking spaces
attached to residential property.

5. Vehicle Registration and Import Taxes
- The Imposition of car registration feesand
Import taxes, though mainly used to raise
revenue and relieve balance of payments,
can be effective measures to controi the
number of car ownerships, and therefore of
subsequent car traffic volumes. Money
raised through car registrations and import
taxes may then be used to cross-subsidize
masstransit.

In Colombia, the tax on cars reaches 200
to 300percent depending on the model. The
capital city, Bogota, is perhaps the only city
in the world with a population of over two
million and with no serious traffic pfoblems.
in Burma, the Import tax Is far higher, a
modest car retails at L5OOO; and In Rangon, a
city of 1.8 million residents, there are no
traffic problems.33 While the imposition of
stiff vehicle import taxes serves to limit the
number of private cars, alternative modes
must be improved, as a compensation for
those who areopted out.

6. Fuel TaX-With the increasing cost of
fuel, the use of fuel taxes on gasoline and
diesel oil for motor vehicles could be
expected to Influence the annual mileage of
vehicles, the numberand the type of vehicles
owned. The main objection against fuel
taxes, however, is that, as with vehicle regis-

32lbld.,Thomson, Methods of Traffic Limitation,
p.68.

33'bid., Smead Report, p. 4.



tratlon fees and import taxes, they penalize
everyone, and everywhere, t.e., in urban as
well as rural roads, and all motorists at all
times.

Despite this drawback, high fuel taxes
could discourage unnecessarytrips, and the
use of large cars with high fuel consump
tions.

C. Jncentives-Two incentives schemes
have been used to influence travel demand
with relative success, at least, in some
citles: the staggering of work hours, and
subsidizedand free transit fares.

1. Staggering of Work Hours-One char
acteristic of urban travel demand Is that the
majority of the trips are journeys to work.
With the Institutionalization of business
hours, this has resulted In the very familiar
problem of the morning and evening peak
hours, overloading transport facilities
during the peak periods, and making them
highly underutlllzed during the off-peak. One
obvious solution, therefore, is to distribute
journeys to work by staggering work hours,
or allowing flexible working hours, or "f1exl
time." A recent survey of flexible working
hours indicates that this reiatively new
approach to work schedule In the United
States (now also widely practiced In Europe
and Asia) has won the approval of workers,
reduced absenteeism and Increased
productivity. Of the 59 flexible-hour plans
studied, none had reverted to rigid work
schedules.34

Underone plan, the employeechooses his
own hours, within the range established
by the employer, and adheres to them each
day.Thus all workers might be required to be
prasent from 10 am., but may start as early
as 7 a.m.,and leaveas late as 6 p.m.Another
system would permit day-ta-day variation In
the schedule of Individual workers, as long
as a specified number of hours are worked
per week.Of another 40forms studied, using
this "flexltlme" plan, 18 reported Increased
prOductivity,nonea decreaseIn prOductivity,
34 firms reported a decrease In tardiness,
and22,a decline In absenteelsm.35

34"Hoursof Work When Workers Can Choose"
aStudy financed by the Business and Professionai
Women's Foundation, reported In the New York
Times,July 7,1915.

' 35lbld.
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"Flexitime" might present some problems
of enforcement at the start, but this should
not alter Its effectiveness. If enforced
agency-wide, and metropolitan-wide, it could
effectively redistribute traffic movements
not only temporarily, but also spatially and
"flatten" the "sharp" morning and ev~ning
peak periods, and facilitate the movements
of peopleand goods.

2. Subsidized Fares-The case for and
against subsidies In mass transit has been
arguedby a numberof authors.3s In any case,
most public transit systems of the world
are subsidized, one way or the other. There
are social reasons for subsidizing mass
transit-to help the poor, the aged and the
young (though often contested in its feasi
bility); and economic reasons-to encourage
motorists to take the transit service and to
persuade transit riders who are potential
motorists, to stay on public transit (also
highly debated).

Whateverthe reasons, subsidies In public
transit may be used to lower fares or to
Improvequality. While the poor simply want
lower fares, the potential motorists want
higher quality. This may lead to confusion
overthe real purpose of subsidy. and conflict
over the way In which it should be used. In
anycase,the effects of subsidized fares as a
tool for traffic limitation or attracting motor
Ists to take mass transit, seemto be limited.
A study of 20 German and American cities
by Saum revealed that fare reductions lead
to a substantial increase In passenger
demand, but that the extra demand arises
mainly from non-work journeys by non
motorists.31 This may show that the
influence of subsidized fares on travel
demand is not very significant. Subsidies
might best be used to improve mass transit

36See George M. Smerk, "Subsidized for Urban
Mass Transportation", In George M. Smerk, ed.
Readings in Urban Transportation (Bloomington
Indiana: Indiana Universltv Press, 1968): J.R:
Mayer, at.at., The Urban TranSDortation Problem
(cambridge, Mass,: Harvard University Press
1965~; and Michael Beesley,Urban Transportation:
Studies In Economic Polley (Butterworth' London
1973). . ,

31H.J. Baum "Some Aspects of Fares-Free
Public Transport", Journal of Transport
Economics and Polley (January1973).
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service, or to attain other non-eccnormc ob
jectives, such as social equity in urban trans
portation.

3. Free Public Transportation-This is
an extreme form of subsidized fares, and at
leest one author saw It as a wayout of traffic
jams.38 experience on free transit, however,
Is vagueIn their effectiveness.

"A net benefit seems to have been
produced by free transit In a 105-square
block area In downtown Seattle. This
service, which has been carrying
12,000 daily riders, has reduced the
number of cars on the streets by 7°/0
and Is credited with Increasing retail
sales by an estimated $7 million over a
12month perlod."38
On the other hand, the free-fare axperl·

ment conducted In Rome lead Baum to eon
cludethat:

"A transfer from private to public trans·
port can be achieved more efficiently
by ImprovementsIn the quality of public
tnmsport; the isolated Introduction of
free transit seems unable to relieve
towns of traffic congestlon.''40
As with most strategies to solve the

transit problems, the effectiveness of a free
fare system could depend primarily on eer
tain peculiar characteristics of an area. Ob
viously,anyone strategy, when Implemented
In Isolation, cannot be expected to solve the
whole urban transport crisis. But the fact
that free-fares polley has beensuccessful In
some cases shows that, given the right
conditions, It can be used effectively to
Influence travel demand.

Supply Modification Techniques

A. Traffic Management and Engineering
Systems-These are direct restraints, which
do not necessarily make the movement of
motor traffic easier or faster. In fact, they
encourage just the opposite. In so doing,
they improve conditions for pedestrians,
cyclists, bus passengers, residents and
shoppers. They also tend to reduce noise,
pollution, andaccidents.

38L. Leslie Waters, "Free Transit: A Way Out of
Traffic Jams", in George M. Smerk, ed., Readings
In Urban Transportation (Bloomington, Indiana:
Indiana University Press,1968).

39American Transit Association, Passenger
Transport (August 1974), p. 4.

4Olbld., Baum
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1. Traffic Channelization-In conjunction
with partial or total road closures, this may
Include route restrictions of certain vehicles
along certain times of the day, and
designating one·way systems, which can
makeIt difficult and tedious, without making
It impossible, to drive through residential
and other environmentally sensitive areas.
But white traffic channelization and one
way streets Improve things for pedestrians,
they encourage longer motor trips and
possibly make congestion worse. They
should therefore be implemented In con
junction with other traffic limitation stra
tegies.

2. Urban Goods Movement Restrictions
-The restrictions on the movement of
freight and other urban goods delivery traffic
can significantly provide additional road·
waycapacity which maybe madeavailableIn
congested times and places. These restric
tions may include, 1)time of dayrestrictions,
I.e., during rush hours, 2) reduction of total
number of delivery trucks needed In the
urban area, and 3) parking and movement
restrictions. The effectiveness of this
scheme,however,wlll depend largely on the
volume of freight traffic. In cities where the
number or volume of urban freight delivery
trucks Is numerous or significant, schemes
for removal,reduction or redirection of urban
goods traffic may playa very important role.

3. Creative Useof Planned Congestion
This technique recogniZes the fact that
congestion does occur, ana therefore, if It
cannot be avoided, It is best to organize
traffic flow so that congestion Is concen
trated on roads that are not bus routes, or in
places where motorists can be obliged to
queue where they only get in one another's
way:/,1

Planned congestion, such as the Bitterne
Traffic Scheme in Southampton 42 looks at
bottlenecks not as problem areas, but as
control points. There may be difficulties in
enforcing this strategy, especially Where
alternative routes are limited, and where

41Michael J. Thomson, Modem Transport Econ·
omlcs (Penguin Books: England, 1974), p. 155.

42Bursledon Road, Bltteme Road, Northern
A3024 Traffic Management of Bus Pricing Scheme,
Project Description, Southampton City CounCil,
1970.
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overly excessive queuing occurs, but con.
gestlon, no doubt, can exercise an Important
restraining Influence on the volume of traffic.

4. Restrictions on Parking Space-Park·
Ing controls may be broken down Into two
types. 1) by pricing discussed earlier),
and 2) by restrictions on supply. Supply
restrictions maybe done by placing limits on
the supply of commercial and private parking
facilities, and by banning parking on various
public facilities. ThUS, parking may be
prohibited along major or heavily
travelled routes; along an entire public
transit especially where road widths
are relatively narrow; or on-street parking
may be restricted only along bus stops, as Is
the case In the City of Vancouver. Alter·
natively, time limits may be placed for
Ing durations, which may discriminate
against commuters In favor of shoppers and
callers, but will have the advantage of
accommodating a larger turn-over of cars.

Another technique is to simply put limits
on the number of commercial and private
parking allowable. In some cases, parkln,g
may not be provldad at all. In a study
conducted In Great Britain, 83 percent of
London motorists will theoretically take al·
ternatlve modes, I.e., public transport, taxi,
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walk or ride the bicycle, If It were Impossible
to find a parking place In the town
setting new and lower limits to commercial
and private parking spaces may require
revisions of parking requirements In zoning
and subdivision regulations. If this is done
then revisions should be done on a merropc
lItan-wldebasis; otherwise, the flow of traffic
that requires parking may only transfer from
one area to another, only serve to shift
congestion.

B. Improvement of Transit Services-These
strategies are perhaps the most Important,
especially when placed In the context of
developing countries, where the primary
mode of urban mobility is through some
form of mass transit, and where the needfor
improvements of existing services and
facilities is requirad.

1. Use of Hlgh·Capaclty Buses-The
Ubiquitous "coca·cola red" double-decker
buses of London are obviously not l.lsad
merely as a tourist attraction, but to carry
more passengers, raduce the number of

Thomson, SomeCharacteristics.



public vehicles on tne road, and encourage
overall traffic and economic efficiency. The
use of articulated buses In other parts of
Europeservesthe samepurposes.

The use of high capacity buses could carry
from 50 to 100 percent more seated
pasengers than conventional transit vehi
cles. With this added caPaCity, It seems like
ly that the most effective use of these buses
would be on routes where headways are
short and crowding Is severe. The loading
area can hold pasengers prior to payment
of fares, thus buses move away from curbs
more quickly. The Increased driver producti
vity can Improve the economics of transit
operations by cutting the extra costs asso
ciated with serving heavy peak-hour
demands; and Improved passenger comfort
and Increased vehicle reliability ere also
likely to be realized from the use of such
vehlcles."'l

However, high capacity buses may not be
able to operate on some streets, and In fact,
may be relegated only to service major
arteries, and perhaps, even only during peak
periods. But while not radically solv1ng the
problem of transit supply, the use of high
capacity buses does offer some advantages,
and few,lf any, serious drawbacks.

2. Bus Priorities and Exclusive Bus Lanes
-Other than rapid transit or subways, and
light rapid rail transit systems, a third
alternative to accommodate inceaslng
demand and dwindling supply Is a rapid bus
system. In a survey of 21 low-cost
alternatives for Improving urban movements,
the application of bus ways, In all forms, was
found to be among the most promising of the
low-cost techniques Involved.45

Bus ways have the following operational
characteristics:
1. Only buses, and In some special cases,

taxi, car-pools and 'emergency vehicles,
may use the faclllty when it is In opera
tion. Prohibition against general use of
such lanes is strictly enforced;

2. Bus ways are primarily oriented towards
relief of congestion, exclusive bus lanes
are designed to effectively circumvent
congestion delays, and frequently these
facilities are in operation only during

"'lIbid-r Pratt. p. 44.
45lbid.
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peak hours. In some cases, twenty-four
hour operation reflects more extensive
round-the-clock congestion experienced
in that particular environment; and

3. The bus ways faelllty Is usually designed
to provide the bus rider with a transporta
tion advantage over commuting by auto
mobile.
Bus ways can be implemented on all types

of existing roadways, or they may be a
separate, especially constructed and
dedicated roadway, adjacent to or in the
medianof a freeway,as In the 11-mileShirley
Highway express bus lanes In Washington,
D.C.46 Power lines and abandoned railway
rights-of-way may also be pavedand used as
bus ways. Additionally, In Interacting with
the tramc, bus lanes can operate "With
Flow" or with the normal flow of traffic, or
"contra-flow," against the flow of traffic, In a
separate lane. "Contra-flow" lanes seem to
be more successfUl due to their "Intrinsic
self enforcing nature which keeps the lane
eXclusiveand uncongested,"41

The advantages of bus ways are nu
merous. Peak hour passenger volumes as
high as 25,000 have been observed on a
limited access bus way lane. In contrast,
2,600 persons per hour is the normal maxi
mum passengervolume expected on a mixed
traffic, limited access highway lane with few
or no buses.46 Bus ways also have the
potential of saving substantial time during
peak periods. They are inexpensive, and if
existing roadways are utilized, they can be
made operable in a matter of weeks. Bus
ways can also be applied to almost any
existing street type, design, configuration,
and should have no Rroblem in seeking the
approval, and even patronage of motorists.

The use of exclusive bus ways, either re
served lanes or reserved streets, is spread
ing. In Europe, reserved lanes and streets
have been experimented and operated with
success In Dublin, Copenhagen, London,
ManChester, Paris,Amsterdam and others.49

45U.s. Department of Transportation. Preferen
tial Treatment for High-Occupancy Vehicle:s (O&
partment of Transportation, 1974).

41Ibid., Pratt, p. 10.
48lbid.
4llEuropean Conference of Ministers of Trans

port. Promotion of Urban Public Transportation
(ECMET,1973).



In the context of developing countries.
the application of bus ways may yet become
the answer to the dilemma between the
rising cost of rapid rail or light rail transit
systems. on one hand. and the worsening
urbantransit crisis, on the other.

3. Rider Education and Information Sys
tems-This strategy maysound obvious. but
rider education and information systems In
most developing countries are practically nil.
Such services could Include Information on
bus routes and schedules; pamphlets on
how to use the buses and other transit sys
tems, as provided In most cities In Europe;
a regular publication on transit affairs, such
as the Buzzerof the British Columbia Hydro
Transit Company. These Information
services can make mass transit more
attractive and easier to use. Knowledge of
routes and schedules could make trips not
only more convenient, but could avoid the
unnecessary trips of ~sengers boarding
the wrong bus. In cities with heavy tourist
traffic, a multi-lingual Instruction on how to
use the transit system can also Increase
patronage,and a regular transit flyer will not
only keep passengers Informed of the latest
policies and programs of the transit agency.
but could also be a form for passenger com
plaints and suggestions. and a vehicle to
elicit public participation In transit planning.

4. Provision of Rider Convenlences
Again, as with rider education and Informa
tion, rider conveniences can be a powerful
tool in attracting more patronage and for
keeping captive riders intact. In most devel
oping countries, such conveniences un
fortunately, arethe exception, making transit
trips so inconvenient and frustrating that
even the poorest captive rider dreams of
buying and driving a motor car someday.

Riderconveniencescould include properly
designated bus stops, preferably with in
formation on routes and schedules; waiting
sheds sheltered against rain and wind, and
well-illuminated at night; and such minor im
provements as signal bells for stopping,
easy steps for boarding and alighting,
designation of entranceand exit for vehicles,
courteous drivers and conductors, clean
buses,paddedseats.and manyothers.

Though undoubtedly very minor, these
improvementscould go a long way in making
transit trips more pleasant, convenient, and
attraCtive.
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C. ProvIsion of Cycle Paths and Pedestrian
Facilities-Cycling and walking are probably
the two most neglected (ortaken for graPlted)
options for urban mobility. Current trends,
however, indicate that, largely due to the
rising cost of motor fuel and the rising popu
larity of active recreation and exercise,
cycling and walking arestaging a come-back.

1. Cycle Paths-In an article In Scientific
American. the superior technology of the
bicycle Is described as follows:

"The bicycle hasevolvedso that it Is the
optimum design ergonomically. It uses
the right muscles (those of the thighs,
the most powerfUl In the body), In the
right motion (a smooth rotary action
of the feet), at the right speed (sixty to

revolutions per minute). Such
a n must transmit power efficient
ly (by means of ball bearings and the
bush-rollers chain); It must minimize
rolling resistance. (by means of the
pneumatic tyre), and It must be the
minimum weight in order to reduce the
effort of pedalling uphlll."60
Indeed, the bicycle Is not only technolo

gically superior, It Is also the most energy
efficient. Compared with other modes of
transport, the bicycle could theoretically
carry 100 passenger-mlieslU.S. gallon, while
most cars with two occupants could only
make 35 paesenger-mlles/U.S. gallon, and a
helicopter, the most energy Inefficient. 7.5
~senger-mllelU.S. gallon.51

The advantages of the bicycle over all
mechanized form of transport cannot be un
derestimated. It is cheap for the Individual
user, easy to use for groups such as school
children, young people and those of low
IAcome, and quicker. and more convenient
than other modes for many short-dlstance
urban trips. And "since the bicycle makes
little demand on materials or energy resour
ces, contributes little or no pollution, makes
a positive contribution to health, and causes
little death and Injury, it can be regarded as
the most benevolentof machines."52

The provision of facilities for bicycles
does not require expensive infrastructure;

6OS.s. Wlls0!.'lt "Bicycle Technology", Scientific
American 228 (March 1973). p. 82-83.

51Terence Bendlxson, Instead of Cars (Temple
smith: London,1934), p. 34.

521bld., Wilson, p, 84.
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they can be provided incrementally, but
quickly. All it requires is the construction of
bicycle lanes, the deslgnatlon of bicycle
paths, with proper signs, the provision of
bicycle ramps at street curbs, and bicycle
racks.

The popularity of the use of bicycles, and
the provision of bicycle paths is spreading in
most U.S. and European cities, as well as In
Asia.Of course, cycling Is the mode of trans
portation In Communist China.

2. Pedestrian Malls-"Streets are for
People" could very well be the motto for the
70's. Cities have not only experimented in
closing, even on a part-time basis, major
streets from motor traffic-such as the
Glnza In Tokyo, the famous plazas In Rome
and Fifth and Madison Avenues In New York
-but have actually permanently "pedes
trlanlzed" roads.53

This "pedestrlanlzatlon" can take various
forms:

1. 46hopplng arcadesfor the exclusive use
of shoppers and pedestrians are already
common. They may be covered, exemplified
In early designs by a famous Shopping cen
ter In Milan, or open, as multi-level
pedestrian streets, such as Schulstrasse in
Stuttgart and the new Robson Square In
Vancouver.

2. Streets closed to motor traffic,
redesigned, repaved, and landscaped for
exclusive use of pedestrians and cyclists,
such as Bar Street In Southampton, the
famous Piazza Navona In Rome, Albion
Street In Leeds,and SparksStreet In Ottawa,
to mention a few.

3. Streets that are redesigned and land
scaped by widening the sidewalks and
narrowing the street pavement for exclusive
use of buses and trams, and taxi, such as
GranvlJle Mall In Vancouver, and Nicollet
Mallin Minneapolis In U.S.A.

The "pedestrlanlzatlon" of streets may
be created to serve a variety of complemen
tary objectives. It can serve to alleviate
congestion, facilltate access for shoppers,
reduce air-pollution and noise, and to
enhance the attractiveness of historic build
Ings and streets. The reaction of pedestrians
and motorist alike has been encouraging,as

53()rganlzatlon for Economic Cooperation and
Development, Streets for People (OECD, 1974).
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shown in at least one survey conducted in
London54 where an ovewhelmlng majority
of those Interviewedfavoredthat pedestrian
lzatlon scheme.

Such reactions, no dOUbt, are typical to
the increasing number of "pedestrianlzed"
streets all over the world's cities. This,
together with cycle paths, should enable
"leg power" to playa more Important role In
Improvingurbanmobility.

D. Encouragement of Para-Transit-Ano
ther neglected option In urban mobility Is
para-transit. this form of transportation has
been defined as "those forms of Intra-urban
passengertransportation Which areavailable
to the public, are distinct from conventional
transit (scheduled bus and rail), and can
operate over the highway and street
system.55

Indeed, urban transportation may be
viewed as a continuum that ranges from the
private car, to the conventional transit
services. Para-transit modes occupy the
middle range, and are composed of: 1) hire
and-drlve services, such as the daily and
short-term rental cars, 2) hail or phone
services, such as the taxi, dlal-a-rlde, and
jitney services; and 3) pre-arranged ride
sharing services, such as car pools and the
subscription bus.

Thepotential of these modes lies primarily
In their shared-ride characteristics, ana
thus, of Increasing vehicle occupancy and
consequently, of reducing the vehicles on
the road. In the U.S., a study showed that
"there could be a 25 percent reduction In the
number of cars used for the work trip If
average load factors were Increasedfrom 1.5
to 2".56

1. Hlre-and-Drlve Servlc8s-The use of
rental cars, especially in the U.S. is quite
popular for business and recreation trips. A
variety of special services are currently
being offered by the dally rental car
companies; clubs for special services, such
as the Hertz NumberOne Club; dally, weekly

54lbld., p. 102.
5500nald F. Kirby, et. al., Para-Transit:

Neglected Options for Urban Mobility, (The Ur·
banInstitute: Washington, D.C. 1974) p. 9.

56'b'd., U.S. DOT, 1974 National Transport
Report,p. v-H.
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The, Jeltpntey, ubIQultol,J!SOn Manlls's stree(s, Isa unique FIJi'Dil1!D creation.

and the ability of these ,ystenls to adapt to
different economic, and
political envlronments,"58

However, a new fare structure could be
designed which would between
direct route taxi service and shared·rlde
servlCl9. and encourage sherlng. This will
have the effect of 'not only possibly lowerln,g .
taxi but also of ta.xl
capacityendaWilllablllty, without nEu::eslsarlly
addingmoretaxicabs on the roads. '

Shared-ride taxi may take the form of a
Jitney service, In which case may be
halled In the with signboards Infor-
ming ride-sharers of the. general
direction of route the Is (mainly'
determined by the first or
01' maybe "hailed" by phone, (al~lI-a·,cal:l'(),

In which case It becomesavariation of
IlHlde" services" Examples shared·rlde
taxis that can be hailed In the streets may,
be found In while those that are
called by phone may be found in Da,renl>ort
In Iowa and Hicksville In New
"seem to demonstrate the ver:asUllty

andmonthly rates;check·outand'check·lnat
different locations; different sizes
and types, and so on. The behavior the
dally rental car and the private automobile,
however, I' the same, and there·
fore, prospects for Improvingurban mobility
by raduclng traffic Is niirilmal, If not, 1'111.
There seems to be "little for
Increased vehicle occupancy rental
cars are currently used by businessmen and
tourists with diversetravelpatterns.51

2. Shared·Rlde Taxis-The taxi Is pro
bably the most familiar form of para·translt
mode. serve professional and
managerial workers,arearesidents and nen
residents all Incomeranges, and In
ular, the economically Inactive (housewives,
students, and the unemployed, retired or In·
capecltated) who haveno privataautomobile
alternatlva.The biggest potential of taxicabs
In terms of reducing urban traffic and
proving mobility, Is In Sharing passenger
rides, I.e., additional riders may be taken on
after the original hiring by the first party.
In most major however, shared·rlde
servlcas are specifically prohibited local
ordlnance.58

p.25.
58lbld.,Klrby, p.57.
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3. Dla/·a-RJde Services-This transport
modeis a shared-ride vehicle which provides
door-to-doorservice on demand to a number
of travelers with different origins and des
tinations, and Is "hailed" by telephone. Dial
.ride services have been experimented in
Haddonfield, New Jersey; Davenport, Iowa;
and In Batavia, New York, in the U.S.A.; In
Regina, saskatchewan, in Canada; and In
Emmen, Netherlands,among others.
experience with this mode has been limited
and mixed, and serious doubts have been
raised as to their financial vlablfity.&Il Never
thelest, this mode might work best In
providing shared-ride service to special
groups such as the elderly, the handicapped,
andother similar minority groups.

4. Jitney Services-Jitneys are usually
largeautomobiles or small vans, and service
Is limited to relatively fixed routes (with
occasional variations).They are not formally
scheduled,and they are hailed on the streets
by potential passengers. In the U.S., the
jitneys were regulated out of existence by as
early as the 1920'S.lIl At present, only two
U.S. cities-Atlantic City and San Francisco
-continue to maintain jitney operations of a
significant size on a fully legal basis,
although a numberof smaller jitney services
operateIllegally elsewhere.

While unpopular In the U.S.,Jltneys
flourish In other cities, particularly In latin
America, the Middle East and Asian cities.
Examples are the carros POT puestos In
caracas, Venezuela; peseros In Mexico City;
dolmull In Istanbul. Turkey; and the jeepney
of Manila. The advantages of jitneys, other
than their shared-ride characteristic, are,
they are completely demand-responsive;
have gU3ranteed seats; and tend to have
shorter headways.

The popularity of jitney services In the
developing countries may Imply that this
form of para-transit service Is more attuned
to the $Oclo-economlc characteristics of
these cities, and should therefore not be
over-looked when planning for Improve
ments In their masstransit systems.

llOO.M. Medvllle, Dla/-a·RJde Demonstration in
Haddonfield: Planning and initial Operation (High
way ResearchBoard, 1913).

1I1R.N. Farmer, "Whatever Happened to the
Jitney?" Traffic Quarterly 19 (April 1965).

5. Pre-Arranged Ride-Sharing ServJcs.$
This Is a form of 8ervlce in which a number
of travelers make an agreement to travel
together on a regUlar basis. The two most
common forms are car-pooling and the
subscription bus. Others Include company
sponsoredvanpools, company-operated bus
services, privately owned and operated bus
servlc-es, services prOVided by neighborhood
cooperatives, and specialized school bus
servIces with part-time or volunteer drivers.

The relative success of pre-arranged ride
sharing servlcesll2 would suggest that the
true potential of this form of para-transit Is
yet to be realized. What Is needed Is a more
effective marketing system of matching
riders through match-boards computer
matching, and information on the availability
of alternative car pools; and disseminating a
wide range of Incentives such as low-cost
close-In parking. tOil-free rides, priority
access to expressways, use of exclusive
lanes,etc.

E. Changes in Government Regulatlons
All transport services are subject to govern
ment regulations. but when sueh regulations
have become static and obsolete. their
reviewand possible revisIon (if not abolition)
must becomea pre-requisite to any program
for Improvement of urban mobility.
Regulations that need some review Include
taxi regulations, vehicle road-worthIness
regulations, and the licensing of drivers.

1. TaXI Regulstlons Studies-Studies
seem to Indicate that the limitations or res
trictions of the numberof taxicabs and entry
controls are antiquated, and should there
fore be relaxed,If not totally abolished. Other
than the relaxation of entry and number
controls, a new fare structure may also be
designed which will reflect variations In the
costs of taxicab operation between peak
and off-peak hours. At the same time, taxi
cabs may also be allowed to display destina
tion signs to facllltate ride-sharing.

2. Vehicle RegulatJons-To the extent
that the purpose of limiting traffic also
means limIting noise, pollution, and danger

62L.W. Pratsch, Carpool and Bu,pool MatchIng
Guide (U.S. DOT, Federai Highway Admlnlstra.
tion, 1913). .



caused by traffic, this can be.partly achieved
by the prohibition In urban areas, at least, of
vehicles that fall to meet rigorous snvtron
mental standards. This should help make
urban streets and corridors cleaner, quieter,
and safer-characteristics which could
make for a more attractive and pleasant
envlrOAment for the pedestrians, the bus
PaSsengers, and the motorists. Undoubtedly,
pleasant surroundings can contribute, even
If only Indirectly, to ease traffiC flow, by
avoiding potential hostilltles, distrust and
dislike, especially between the pedestrians
and bus riders, and the motorists.

3. Driver Licensing-Again, to the extent
that traffic limitation also means making
streets safe and allowing a continuous flow
of traffic, motorists who are not qualified to
drive must be prohibited from driving. Two
groups can be Identlfled~ 1) those who are
too young, too old, handicapped or other·
wise physically unfit to drive; and 2) thOse
who lack sufficient ability to drive, and lack
the knowledge of elementary road signs and
symbols and road courtesy.

What this simply means Is that govern·
ment agencies Involved should strictly en
force regulations regarding the granting of
driver's licenses. This may not be a problem
In most developed countries where proper
licensing Is strictly followed, but In the
developing countries, where It Is customary
to "buy" driver's licenses, there are far too
many "drivers" on the road who either are
not totally proficient In driving or otherwise,
are not sufficiently familiar with road signs,
symbols and courtesies, and coneequently,
disregard even the most elementary forms of
safe and courteous driving. Such "drivers"
do not only add to the frustrations of pedes
trians, bus riders and motorists, but also
definitely contribute to traffic congestion,
delays, and accidents.

These are the various urban transportation
strategies that may be Implemented In order
to Improve urban moblilty. The Innovative
strategies have all been studied, most have
been vxperlmented or tested, and eome have
actually been applied. Other strategies are
not really new, or Innovative-they simply
need tc be enforced and strengthened.

Some of these strategies are aimed at the
motorists, othere at pedestrians and cyclists,
and stili othere, at transit riders. Other stra
tegies are directed towards tre:tflc engineers
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and planners, as well as polley-makers.
Some technlquee are meant to hinder and
prohibit, others merely to discourage or
dissuade, while others are Intended to
encourage and persuade.

The common goal of all these strategies Is
to Improve urban mobility, so that more pe0
ple and more goods (not necessarily more
vehicles) can move or travel Into, within, and
out of the city or metropolis, with relatively
faster speed, more convenience, greater
safety, and lesser costs.

All the techniques discussed above are
action-oriented, many do not require exten
sive capitalization, and all can be Implemen
ted within a short period of time. It should be
noted, however, that the orlsls In urban trans
portation Is a complex one, and no strategy
or technique, when Implemented alone, can
be expected to solve the problems. A care
ful combination of strategies Is required.

What combinations, and what adaptations
are required to make these strategies
suitable and practicable In Metro Manila will
be discussed In the last section of this
paper.

low·Cost Option. to Improve Transport In
Metro-ManUa

A cursory look at available data on Metro
Manila's traffic and transit conditions will
show that almost all of the lOw-cost options
described above can be applied. While some
of these strategies have failed In 80me cities,
they succeeded In others. Given the socio
economic, physical and political conditions
In Metro-Manila, they might work here as
well. The reverse could also be true. The
point Is that they are worth re-conslderlng,
testing and applyng. The following could
form a program to Improve Metro-Manila's
urban transportation through low-cost
options:

1. Road C/osurss and Restrlctlons
This can be applied In any City, especially
In area where the main ro.d pattern Is grid
Iron, a In Metro-Manila's urbanized areas.
ill the middle and low Income residential
areas, where car ownership Is low, roads may
be closed to create a cul-de-sac effect, and
may be opened only to emergency vehicles
such a fire trucke and ambulances. This
measure will not only serve to re-channel
through traffic, but also discourage through
traffic altogether. It also provides much
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needed space for the pedestrians to walk,
and for the children to play. In these areE'S,
the majority of travelers walk and the
majority of residents are children. The
closing of such minor roads for their use,
seemsonly appropriate.

In historic and shopping areas, they may
be completely cordoned off from motorized
traffic, allowing only delivery trucks or they
may be partially closed during rush hours
andother times of the day.

2. Road Pricing-Though the use of
vehicle metering may not be advisable for
developing countries at present due to their
technical difficulties ana cost consldsra
tions (they are no longer used anywhere
else,except for limIted experiments), various
road pricing techniques can now be Imple
mented. Differential peak/off-peak pricing,
(if the problemof determininghow muchand
where can be hurdled) can easily be Imple
mented In Metro-Manila since most public
transit vehicles have conductors or
conductresses to collect and Inspectors to
Inspect fares.

Toll booths may not be practical, as most
roads are narrow, but the use of dally
license, as shown by the experiment in
Singapore, Is worth considering. Higher
parking charges is also worth considering
although thiS might not be as effective as
daily licenses, since there are a number of
througMrlps as well as chaufferedtrips.

3. Incentives-Staggering of work hours
will definitely help In spreading peak hour
loads, and since SCMol trips add
considerably to peak loads, school hours
should also be staggered, in consonance
with work hours. All staggering of work
hours should be done metropolitan-wide,
and government-wide, to be effective. And
considering the high levels of congestion,
hours might best be staggered at two-hour
Intervals.

Subsidized and free fares, as
experimented elsewhere, might not be
advisable for Metro-Manila. Subsidies, if
funds are available, might best be used to
Improve the quality of service, rather than to
lower fares. Additionally, "other pressing
calls on public finance andthe veryhigh cost
of evena small subsidy per passenger, most
of whom are not from the poorest groups,
argue against subsldy"l13 In the developing
countries.
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4. Traffic Engineering and Management
Metro·Manila has been seriously consider
ing high-cost options such as subways,
elevated highways, monorails and more
recently, a light rail transit system, without
seriously Improving traffic engineering and
management techniques. This may be due
to the fact that different agencies, with
different funding sources, almost indepen
dently of each other, contrel, and are res
ponsible for different areas of urban trans
portation. Yet,simple devicessuch as Instal
ling moreand better signs andsignals, chan
nelization of traffic route, designation of
one-way streets, prohibition of parking by
vehicle type, area andlor time of day, res
triction of urban goods movement during
peak hours, and others, have significant
potentials which are yet untapped. Most of
these traffic engineering techniques are
already being used, but they are yet to be
fully utilized, and integrated with other stra
tegies.

The high cost of fuel may have checked
the use of cars for unnecessary trips while
the Imposition of vehicle registration fees
and high Import taxes of vehicles may have
served to lower the rate of car ownership.
These fees should continue to be enforced,
even raised further to control and restrain
future car ownership and use. Rationing of
fuel, for example, could encourage motorists
to plan their trips morewisely.

5. Bus Priority Schemes-As shown by
most experiments, this strategy promises
the best potential. "Contra-flow" bus lanes
could be designated along major arteries;
and in areas with narrow streets, the entire
street should be reserved for the exclusive
use of buses and other mass transit
services.In this case, the pavement might be
limited to two lanes, for two-waybus traffic;
andthe sidewalks should be Widened, so the
entire street could service the greatest
number of pedestrians, CYClists, shoppers
andother masstransit riders.

The use of high-capacity buses Is also
appropriate In Metro-Manila's traffic and
transit conditions, because headways tend
to be short, especlally.durlngthe rush hours,

63world Bank, sector Policy Papers, Urban
Transport (World Bank 1975), p. 10.
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thanwiden rather
de~~lgl'llate and construct
time that non-motorized
of better urbanmc)bllity.

8. PSJra-trsn'sit·-S'urJ>rls,lnQlly there have
been some to remove the

IVIIilUlnll:l, on grounds that
occupy more space per passenger than
buses. Nothing, Is said about

cars, which occupy more
space per passenger than Neither
Is there said of the fact as the
modalsplit shows Tabla 46.1 pal'calnt
of person in 1974 were made by
jeepm,ys. CIEtarly, the should not
be removed. What Is needed Is the propel'
aSElIgl,m1ent of roles and buses.
For example, the with bigger
Ca~)8ClitleiS, may be used for trips.

fewer and the may be
aSEIIgr\edto short·haul

Taxi regulations and opl~reltlol1lS are car
OOrl-CC)DIEIS of their Western eountetparte,
There are restrictions as to and num
bers and to shared rides. However, the
potentiials of shared-ride taxi 10 Metro
should not be underestimated. In there
were 7,000 or almost one-half the
number of which was around
17,000. that carry the
bulk of persontrips, the If allowed tobe
shared and to accommodate more

and of people Is severe, through-
out most of the

6. Rider Conveniences and Information
Services-These are absolutely necessary,
not to maketransit rides more plEtaS,ant
and but also to cap-
tive riders and motorists to con-
tinue taking the transit rather than
walk, or sacrifice to a car.
These even pel~ullde

some motorists to shift to mass transit. At
the same since the of
transit services entail some fare
Increases this must ba If
poSSible}, can be mini-
mized matching these Increases with 1m
prC)Velmelnts Inservices.

7. and Pedestrians-In Metro
Manila, the majority of the do not and
will continue not to own cars the future.
The only other Is to
walk or use the bicycle. Surprisingly, how-
ever, thereareno paths even
in the public and some sldiewalk;s,
eSI:>ec:lallly those In have been
demolished to widen the roads.
Unli.'follbtI9dl'lj, there are to rebuild the
sidewalks In the when the space
becomes but this shows
the wanton of in favor
of motorists. Metro-Manila should embarkon
a program to some strl98t:s;
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passengers, could achieve significant re
sults. If taxi capacity Is doubled, through
ride-sharing, from 5.4percent of person trips
In 1974 (see Table 1), to 10.8 percent taxis
have the potential of carrying almost two
thirds of what buses carry, at 18.4percent of
person trips.

Encouraging pre-arranged ride-sharing
services, such as company and school
buses, will greatiy improve urban transporta
tion. At present, some very large firms in the
suburbs operate company buses for com
muting employees. Given more Incentives,
this practice should cover all large firms;
even the smaller ones can form coopera
tives. Traditionally, exclusive schools
operate their own school buses. It Is only a
matter of transfering this practice to the
public schools, where it is more needed.
With certain adjustments in time schedules,
company buses can also serve the schools,
and vice-versa. Adjustments In routes may
service both employees and students at the
sametime.

Rental cars, while probably Increasing due
to a rise In tourist traffic, will not havea very
significant Impact at present, since they are
used primarily as private cars; dlal-a-ride
services are too expensive to be worth con
sidering at this time.

9. Changes In Government Regulatlons
As earlier stated, relaxing taxi regulations
can only result in expanding taxi servlcl;ls,
making the taxi more avaHable, with shared
ride option, and fares cheaper for the
passengers,while at the same time, earning
more revenue for the driver and operator.

Vehicles need to be regulated more
closely. with regard to proper maintenance,
and pollution emissions. Additionally,
drivers' licenses must not be granted Indis
criminately, to ensure that only quallfleo
drivers are allowed behind wheels. This may
require asking all holders of driver's
licenses, who must renew them annually
on their birthdates, to take mandatory writ
ten exams, and even practical exams, where
necessary.

These low-cost options of Improving urban
mobillty seem only appropriate, especially
when placed In the economic context of
Metro-Manila. Serious consideration and
application should therefore become a pre-
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requisite or a pre-condition to any decision
to opt for the high-cost options of either
subways or light rail transit systems.

Two other recommendations need to be
mentioned: 1) coordination and Integration
of mass transit management; and 2)
reorganization of land uses. and Integration
with transportation plans.

The coordination and Integration of the
public and private agencies that are current
ly involved In the planning, funding and tm
Dlementation of mass transit projects. can
not be overlooked. Th.ese strategies, or any
strategy for that matter, can only succeed,
and be effective, If the entire urban mass
transportation system is viewed as an
integrated whole, and managedas such. The
creation of another ad hoc committee to
oversee such an Integration is hardlv the
answer;what Is neededis a permanent body,
such as a Metro-Manila Transit Authority.
Such a body should have the rasponsibllity
of formulating policies that will guide and
bring Into sharper focus, all programs and
projects of both private agencIes that dIrect
ly bearon pUblic transportation. At the same
time, such an agency must redirect present
policies to focus more on the efficient move
ment of more people and goods, rather than
mereiy on the movementof morevehicles.

While all of the abovestrategies are short
range (though they need to be Imphtmented
and monitored on a continuous basis), the
long-range strategies cannot be overlooked
or even postponed. One such strategy '- the
reorganization of exIsting and confUcting
land uses, and the integration of land use
and transportation plans. The transfer of
large universities out of the central business
district and the core area, Is one such move.
The encouragement of mixed land uses, and
the location of residences closer to places of
work or vice-versa, is another. Land uses
determine the level of transportation system
and transportation determines land uses.
Both must be considered and consciously
planned together, and simultaneously,
through time. In Metro-Manila, this requires
greater coordination and Integration, or a
merger, of certain functions of the Ministry
of Public Works, Transportation and Com
munications, and the Ministry of Humar,
settlements.
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Introduction

The bus and jeepney system Is the prin
cipal mode of transport In Metro Manila.
According to MMETROPLAN the system
caters to more than one-halfof all trips In the
area.The bus and the jeepney both operate
on a fixed route, usually with designated
stops along busy sections. Together, they
offer the travelling public a variety' of
services and a wide range of vehicle sizes,
from a seating capacity of 8 up to 75.Statis
tics complied by the Committee on Bus
Re~rgnizatlon (COBRE) Indicate that as of
March 1979, there were about 2500 buses
operating and between 22,000 to 27,000 au
thorized jeepneys In Metro Manila.

The Industry Is beset by many problems,
perhaps the most serious of which Is the
financial situation of the bus operators.
This paperanalyzessome of these problems
and presents waysof solving them.

Criteria for the Provision of Public Transport
Service

The provision of public transport service
In the Philippines comes largely from the
private sector. It is therefore not surprising
that commercial viability Is still the main
guiding principle In route applications. One
applies to operate a route because he ex-

1Metro Manila Transport, Land Use and De
velopment Planning Project (1977), Final Report,
Vol.1,2and3.
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peets profit from It. The fact that me service
satisfies a particular demandmayb8 thought
of asa secondaryobjective.

On the surface, the criterion appears to
meet the social objective of public tran..
port operation as profitability Is clearly an
indication of the presence of demand on the
route. However, It falls to refJect under pre
vision or Indeed lack of service for some
members of the community. 'In fact, it Is
advantageous for the operators to keep the
supply of services low in order to maintain
a high load factor even during off·peak
periods. Operators tend also to avoid low
density areas and areas generating low
public transport d~!1land.

It is clear that commercial viability should
not be the sole criterion in the provision of
public transport service. The demands of
passengersfor maximum convenience,com
fort, reliability, frequency and low fares
should also be taken Into consideration.
It Is then the role of the governmentto strike
a balancebetween the two to ensure that reo
sources are efficiently and effectively men
aged. The ultimate criterion is to have, a
service that provides social benefits greater
than total costs. Social benefits are usually
measured In terms of savings In walking
times, waiting times and In-vehicle times
while total costs refer to the Investment
necessary to effect service Improvements.

Status of the Bus and Jeepney Operation

The bus and jeepney system had been
examined by MMETROPLAN. Their cenetu-
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slon was that the system was 01 rering a
service which was generally good relative to
the fares being charged. The route coverage
was comprehensive and left few areas with a
distance of more than 400 meters from a bus
or jeepney route. Waiting times, which are
functions of service frequency and reilablllty
and bus loading were not generally long.
Although operating speeds were not high,
reflecting the traffic conditions In the area,
they were not very low either. In fact, there
were not many parts of the road network
where speeds fell below 15 kph. MMETRO
PLAN found that there was no significant
dlfferance between the speeds of buses and
those of jeepneys.

On commercial vlablllty, the findings of
the Board of Transportation (BOT) were that
the bus Industry was In a sorry financial
state.2 According to the BOT, 70 percent of
the present bus fleet were more than five
years old and only two percent were new
units. Moreover, present operators were
reluctant to make new Investments, claiming
no Incentives In an Industry where they were
losing or getting a low rate of return. The
operators claimed losses In 1977and estima
ted evenmore losses for 1978.

While bus operation seems unprofitable
(as claimed by the bus companies) this does
not appear to be the case with respect to the
jeepney operation. A proof of this Is the
recent action of a group of jeepney drivers
(members of the Pasang Masda Nationwide
Drivers Organization) seeking from the
Supreme Court the suspension of the Im
plementation of higher fares for jeepneys, as
contained In the BOT's order of 22 March
1979.

The better financial position of the jeep
nay compared with the bus has been attri
buted by MMETROPLAN to, among others,
the differences In trip lengths of passengers
carried while operating under the same fare
structura. The average trip lengths on the
Jeepneys and on the buses have been esti
mated at 3.8km, and 7 km., respectively. This
means that, with a fare structure of '0.45
for the first 5 km. and '0.085 per km, there
after, the average revenue per passenger
km. on the jeepney Is 34 per cent higher than

2Board of Transportation (1979), Order, 22
March.
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that on tne Dus.Although the operating cost
per passenger-km. of the jeepney Is also
higher than that of the bus, the difference
Is small as per findings of MMETROPLAN,
so on the whole the jeepney does enjoy
some financial advantageover the bus within
the existing fare structure.

The claims of losses of bus companies
have been disputed by the Commission on
Audit (COA) which presented their own
findings showing that these companies
earned an average profit of 29 per cent In
1977. COA's findings, In turn, were ques
tioned on the grounds of being "hypothe
tical eetlmates based on questionable meth
ods and hit-and-miss assumptions." The
BOT decided the Issue by approving new
fare rates In March 1979 which represented
an Increase of approximately 40 per cent
for buses and jeepneys.

It Is difficult to carry out Independent
checks on the financial position of operators
In the absence of additional statistics such
as vehlcle-kllometrage operated and num
ber of passengers carried. Some deductions
may however, be possible using MMETRO
PLAN's 1978 estimates of bus operating
costs and the fare structure prevailing at the
time. MMETROPLANput bus operating cost
at tt2.12 per km. Including depreciation and
Interest, assuming a bus operating speed
of 15 kph. Relating this cost to the fare rate
of about '0.085 per krn, one obtained an
average loading per bus of 33. Consld,ering
the widespread claim of a shortage In public
transport services, it would be diffiCUlt to
believe that the average bus loading at the
time was only 33 passengers. A higher bus
loading would Indicate of course, a
profitable operation. Though simplified, the
procedure provides a quick means of check
Ing the commercial viability of operating a
route. Decision-making hinges on the
acceptability of the value of operating cest,'
which could ba agreed upon With the opera
tors, and the bus loading which could be
periodically measured.

Various ways of Improving profitablllty
while maintaining an acceptable level of
service are presented below.

Measures to Increase Profitability

Fares.-In the face of increasing opera
ting cost, the natural tendency of operators
Is to Increase fares. This certainly has been



the case during the past two yearswhen bus
and jeepney fares have gone up in 1916and
1919 by approximately 25 per cent and 80
percent respectively. (These percentages
have been calculated based on MMETRO
PLAN's estimates of an average passenger
trip length of 1 km. for buses and 3.8 km. for
jeepneys).

Obviously, revenue has to rise to meet
increased operating costs but this should
not be attained, whenever possible, by in
creasing fares. Adoption of this policy will
cause real hardship to the poor. In fact,
MMETROPLAN concluded that many poor
people in Manila could not afford to ride on
public transport and this conclusion was
evenmade prior to the fare increases in April
1911and March1919.

Increasing fares should be considered as
the last resort in maintaining a profitable
public transport operation. Operators should
first try other measures such as improved
operational efficiency and network improve
ment. Some of these measures are dis
cussed in the succeeding sections.

Routing and Service Frequency. Many of
Metro Manila's routes may be already
considered obsolete. New routes had been
merely added to the old ones with minimum
or no adjustments. Operators should con
tinually examine their networks and make
changes In route configuration andlor
service frequency in order to adopt them to
the changing travel patterns. The objective
here Is to increase revenue through higher
patronage andlor to reduce cost through
route rationalization.

Different Service Standards. Operators
should look for diversity In services offered.
The example set by Metro Manila Transit
Corporation (MMTC) maybe emulated,where
in addition to the ordinary service at least
two other types are presently being opera
ted, namely, the "No Standing" bus and the
"love" bus. The "No Standing" bus has the
same body design as the ordinary bus but,
as the name Implies, allows no standing
passengers. It is two-man operated and
chargesa flat fare of '1.50. The "love" bus Is
air-conditioned and also accommodates
seating passengers only. It is one-man
operated and charges a flat fare of '2.50.
The advantageof this scheme Is that opera
tors are able to charge higher fares corree-
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pondlng to higher levels of service, and as
per MMTC'sexperience there Is a considera
ble demand for these types of service. Con
sequently, revenue Is improved without
necessarily raising fares on ordinary buses
which the majority of the traveling public rely
upon.

Introduction of Double-Deck Buses. The
double-deck bus Is believed to be the most
promising of higher capacity vehicles for
possible introduction on Metro Manila's
roads. Although dismissed by one operator
as being "too British," It offers several
advantages both to the operators and to the
rest of the community.

The major advantage is its higher carry·
Ing capacity which gives the operator a lower
operating cost per passenger-kilometerthan
the ordinary bus. It is particularly adapted
to varying levels of demand,say between the
peak and the off-peak periods. Units need
not be kept Idle during periods of low
demand since Its lower operating cost per
seat-kilometer allows it to maintain a viable
operation with lower load factor.

The double-decker* also provides benefit
to non-bus users In the form of less conges
tion as It Is more economical in the use of
roadspacethan the ordinary bus.

Roleof Government

As previously pointed out, the provision
of public transport service cannot be left
solely to market forces, for there are also
other objectives. The government must
ensure that all members of the community
have reasonable opportunities for mobility
andat the sametime prevent the extravagant
use of scarce resources, notably energy.

Two areas which the government should
be concerned with are presented in this
paper. For other aspects of transport
regulation, the readers are referred to a
study! made by the Transport Policy Formu-

"A master's degree stUdent of the Inst/tute of
environmental Planning, University of the Philip·
pines, Is presently undertaking a thesis on the
feasibility of Introducing douDIe-deck buses In
Metro Manila. The results of this study should be
of interest to the operators and government alike.

3lnter-AgencyTechnical Committee on Trans
port Planning (1978), A Study on Transport Re
gulation.
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latlonStudy Team of the Inter·Agenoy Teoh·
nlcal Committee on Transport Planning and
thework of theCommittee onBue Reorganl·
zatlon.

OptImum Network DetermInation. This Is
one area In which the government ehould
take an aotlve role. The output should In
cluderoute configuration. size of vehicle
that should be operated per route and
servloe frequency. The Public Transit Im
provement Project. which Is being carried
out at present under the auspices. of the
COBRE. Is concerned mainly with bus
network development. It ought to. be ex
tended to cover all forme of publictransport
80 that the unooordinated use of different
types of vehicles which characterizes opera·
tlon In Metro Manila may bemlnlmlzedtlf not
eliminated. At present. It Is fairlycommon to
observe jeepneys. mini buses and buees
operating on the same route. On some
routes. lower-capacity vehicles predominate
although these routes may be betterserved
byhlgher-capaclty vehicles.

The proposed scheme Involves the
ooordinated· allocation of various publIc
transport vehicles between different routes.
AsIn thehierarchical olaAslflcatlon of roads.
public transport routes likewise may be
claslfled Into: (1) bus routes; (2) minibus
routes; (3) jeepney routes and even (4) tricy
cle routes. Overlaps cannot be avoided but
care should beexercised to ensure that they
are minimized. . .

The above principle has In fact been
applied by COSRE to the route along
Eplfanlo de los Santos Avenue. whereby
minibuses plying the route will begradually
'relocated and replaoed by standard large
buses. As reported by the technical seore
tarlat to the committee.· substantial com
munity savings will beobtalnsd from such a
soheme.· , .

Once routes have been Identlfled theywill
then be allocated among the operators
concerned and franchises Issued. The
network should be examined regwarly to
consider new developments such aschanges

-
4Commlttee on Bue Reorganization (1978)

OPLAN: EDSA Minibuses, Aplan presented toand
approved bytheCommittee on20April. .r '
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In travel patterns and Introduction of new
modes of transport..

Publlo Transport PrIority. The above pro
posal may help to Improve the financial sit
uation of operatore while providing an
acceptable level of service. Other schemes
are also available besides simply acceding
to fare Increaes or granting of flnanolal
aslstance. One such measure Is public
transport priority.

This category Includes measures such a
"bus and jeepney only" streets. busways.
priority fer turning movements. priority at
traffic signals and exemptions from one
way streets. A scheme first tried along
Magsaysay Blvd. Involves the reservation of
one or more lanes for the exclusive use of
buses and jeepneys during thepeak periods.
This scheme called "Bus and Jeepney
Only" lanes Is being extended along Taft
Ave•• Espana and othermajor thoroughfares
through theTrafficEngineering and Manage
ment Project of the Ministry of Public High-

. ways. More ambitious measures are usually
made parts of traffic management schemes.
One system worth trying (In fact. partly 1m·
plemented In the last traffic efficiency zone
experiment) Involves the regulation of the
flOW of traffic 'along major routes In such a
way that overall. a satisfactory level of
service Is achieved. Flow·regulatlon may be
achieved by metering traffic entering from
thesiderbads thru theuseof traffic signals.
Signals may be.linked to Olve main road
progression. Buses and Jeepneys will be
given p~lorlty by providing them with exolu
slve~entry points. thus avoiding delay at the
metered sideroads. ' .

In 1973. such a soheme was Inltalled on a
51/2 km, stretch of Bltterne Road. a main
radial route of Southampton. England. Side
road traffiC was metered In order to keep
traffic demand at· the critical Intersection
5-7 per.: cent below maximum praotlcal
capacity. Before-and-after studies showed
that bus journey times were Improved by
eight per cent on average while cars ex
perienced little change In overall. travel time
a the longer entry times were being bal·
anced by emaller delays on the main route.
The Southampton scheme.· was a.pioneer
Ing one and was extended by Nottingham.
England into a zone and collar control
system.
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defJlCrilPt!Cln output of
program and creates a data eet of
est" between all or selected zones
In the In de-
terlnln,lng tneshortest Interzonal path Is
a measure called coet"
which Is the the actual
money COlt

Ized of the transport
network. Its are data which
describe the network end line
data which all routes.
program carries out checks

errore and writes eets di·
ecrlbirlg the network for use by

2)

3) Assignnrumt ..... ttlls

different functions, as follows:
1} Network a cornp'-ilter·

Secretariat of has a com
puter Which could be useful also to
public
"PTAS," the Is to assist
users In the testing and alter·
nativenetworks. The maybeapplied
In several ways, depending on the Imslglna
non of the user, but one of Its main apl)lloa·
tlons Is the of a most profltl!llble
and/or soclially ber,ef!<clal
network. The
several su!:ll,pl'l)grElms deEtlgrled

This paper has undierllned
of an optimum
network for Yet, this task Is
cornplicated since numerous needto
be considered
waljUno times, In-vehicle times, bus loading

For an area as as Metro
IVIi:lIIlIil::I, It Is difficult to obtain the best
combination route service
frelQUElI'Icies and fare structure without the
aid of a such as one
describedbelow.

To attain the oblectiives

29
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and/or link In the network and number of
passengers boarding on and alighting
from each mode. The output enables the
performance of each route as well as the
system as a whole to be evaluated.

The packagehasa number of Important
features. The more significant ones are:
1) The computer representation of net

works Is as close to reality as Is pre
sently possible. The aspect of transfer
and waiting times Is properly handled.
Express buses or limited stop services
can be coded.

2) Factors Influencing trip-making are
considered by the program by assign
Ing weights to components such as
walking time, waiting time, in-vehicle
time and fares. It Is therefore possible
to test various polley options so long
as one of these factors Is Involved.

3) The program handles up to 8 modes
with any mixture of public and non
public transit modes. This would be
very useful, especially where a hierar
chical system of public transport were
to be developed.Parkand ride systems
may also be tested with the program.

4) Any form of fare-distance function
may be represented unlike In other
packages.

Summary
The paper has presented some solutions

ttl problems concerning the provision of
public transport In Metro Manila. It Is argued
that fare Increases should be the last resort
In trying to maintain a profitable business.
Alternative measures have been presented
Including network Improvement, and Intro
duction of multi-level services and double
deck buses.

The role of government and some of its
polley Implications have been defined in the
paper. It Is suggested that the government
can help solve the financial plight of the
operators through the application of public
transport priorities, better coordination
between various forms of public transport,
and the determination of an optimum net
work.

Finally, a computer tool has been de
scribed. It Is claimed to be useful to bus
operators and the government alike in tsst
Ing various strategies Involving fares, net
work details and other factors.
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Let us consider the traffic experiment
first. I would say that the traffic experiment
which lasted up to November, 1978 was a
success. It Is so In view of the fact that It
succeeded In gettlng the attention of the
government to the worsening traffic situa
tion In Metro Manila. It should be noted that
no less than the President himself took eos
nlzance of the problem by taking a direct
hand In providing solutions to It. For in
stance, he Issued a decree which bans the
entry of cargo trucks In the main streets at
certain hours of the day. He conferred at
Malacanang with the various government
agencies Involved in traffic. Furthermore, he
appropriated the sum of three million pesos
for the repair of traffic lights, and the hiring
of addlUonal traffic aides to supplement
what then was existing. Likewise, some slg·
nlfJcantfindings cameout of the experiment.
It was found out, for Instance, that 500traffic
aides were Insufficient to man the crossings
of our streets. Hence, the need for additional
policemen and traffic aides.

It was also established that we need more
tramc lights and that some of the existing
ones already needed repair. The traffic
experiment, therefore, was a success
because It brought to light the defects, the
inadequacies of the present experiment on
traffic .being undertaken by the Traffic
Management Authority.

Yet, I believe that we cannot completely
solve our traffic problem simply by adding
more pOlicemen and traffic lights. This will
haveto continue considering the fact that we
havevery limited infrastructures. I will surely
agreewith you when you say that the streets
of Greater Manila are not wide. I will also
agreewith you on the needfor elevated high
ways to traverse a particular section and
more bridges across the Paslg River. Just
as I will agree wltl:! you on the need to build
overpassesat several intersections.



THE METRO MANILA TRANSPORT PROBLEMS
AND THE TRAFFIC EXPERIMENTS·

Atty. Jose Crisanto, Jr.
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Metro Manila Transit Corporation

We now proceed to the transportation
problem. In 1974, the President came to
realize the existence of a transportation
crisis. In response to that, he created the
Metro Manila Transit Corporation. The
original plan was just to acquire 200 buses.
With the passing of years, though, it
expanded so that at present the corpora
tion has already a fleet of 700buses and 250
taxicabs. Whenwe started operation In 1975,
when curfew hours were still observed, our
buses were able to run at least 300 kms. a
day. When curfew was lifted and traffic
began to be heavier and heavier, our buses
could run only for about 230kme, a day.You
will notice, therefore, that transportation
goes hand in hand with traffic. One is use
less without the other. Hence, it is not
enough that we increase the number of
public conveyances. What is important Is to
makethese public utilities run and carry pas
sengers.One time, the First lady expressed
to me her desire to secure more buses. I told
her In the vernacular. "Ma'am, may I say
something before I comment on this addi
tional purchase. And I hope not to be mls-

•Excerpts from the third lecture In the Public
Lecture $erles sponsored by the U.P. Institute of
Environmental Planning, U.P. Planning and De·
velopment Research Foundation, me., and the
Philippine Institute of Environmental Planners
8th December1978. '
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interpreted as hardheaded When I question
your suggestion. If you would ask me to buy
200 buses, I will buy that number of buses.
And If you wouid ask me to buy 500or more
buses, I will do It, Ma'am. When that time
comes, I could guarantee that there will be
no more passengers waiting in the bus
stops. All of them will be inside our buses
waiting in a traffic jam".

Really, the problem cannot be solved
Simply through the acquisition of more
busesor jeepneys. Now, I would like to make
it ciear. I do not have anything against the
jeepneys. Neither do I haveanything against
the tricycles, the buses, the carabao' and
other modes of transportation for that
matter. I do not tell you that we get rid of any
of them. For mountain trails we couid use
the carabao. For narrow streets or lanes the
tricycle. For streets that are Wider, the
jeepney. And for main thoroughfares, let's
usebuses and If necessary,the trailer.

I think it's about time that we rationalize
the transportation system not only in Metro
Manila but also nationwide. People in the
transport business like myself have prob
lems: increase in the price of oil, in spare
parts, and the consequent hike In
transportation fares. The need to rationalize
the transportation system becomes more
imperative in view of the fact that the agents
of the law could not effectively police all the
public conveyances in Metro Maniia and the
rest of the country for that matter. It is my
suggestion that if we cannot put them in
their places through police action, let us try
to control them through economics. The
formula runs this way.

If you are going a short distance, do not
take the bus. Take a jeepney because it will
cost you less. But If you are going quite a
distance, take a bus and not a jeepneyfor the
latter is more expensive. And if you are in a
coat and tie, by all means, take a taxicab.
My idea which I havealreadyvoiced out with
the National Economic and Development
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Authority Is this: Let us assume that there
has been an Increase In transportation fare
from 61h centav08/1 km. to 8 centavosl1 km.
If you'll take a jeep, for the first 3 kilometers,
you should be charged 25 centavos. That
makes It cheaper than what you are paying at
present which Is 45 centavos for 5
kilometers. So, the Initial cost will be 25
centavos for the first 3 kilometer ride;
another 3 kilometers ride would cost you 25e
or a total of '.50, another 3, P.75and another
3 would cost you a peso. In buses, however,
make It in such a way that the minimum fare
will be '.50, for the first B kilometers and
cheaper as the distance lengthens. By then,
jeepneys will no longer resort to cutting trips
because they'll charge by stages of 3
kilometers. They won't race with buses In the
main thoroughfares anymore. Drivers, there
fore, will be able to classify their passengers
and thereby, make travel time faster.

I often sey that If we have four riders here
who Would pay '.45 each for a ride of 2 or 3
blocks, I woa)ld suggest that they should not
deprive the man In coat aAd tie of a ride In
the taxicab. The laUer has an important
business and Is ready to spend money. But
would they prefer to ride in a Jeepney In favor
of the taxicab when the latter would cost
them less? If It would cost them '1.00 going
to their destination, It's still cheaper by
taxicab because they will pay '.25 each only.
On the other hand, it would cost them '.45
each to cover the same distance by Jeepney.
But If taxis are allowed to charge '1.00 at
flagdown, the taxi rider wilt look for the
taxicab, the jeepney rider for the jeepney and
the bus rider for the bus. And in the event the
IIghtrailsystem comes Into reality, I do hope
you will avail of it. For It will be cheaper
since It could carry more passengers which
would enable It to generate more income.

We now come to the problem of carrying
passengers from one place to another. I
also believe that a common terminal for
provincial buses should be constructed in
Metro Manila, although not within the heart
of the City. Once the eonstruetton Is corn
pleted, the entry of provincial buses in the
city proper should be prohibited. I'm sure
the bus operators and drivers will feel happy
about It for they will no longer fight it out
with the city traffic. When this is realized,
the BOT will have to readjust the·certiflcates
of public convenience. So that when you
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arrive in such a terminal you just decide
where to go. If you want to go to Pasay, for
instance, you proceed to Lane 1, to
catecean, Lane 2 and so forth and so on.
And if you want to take a taxicab, you just
go down to the groundfloor. This idea of
building bus terminals could help a lot in the
rationalization of transportation In Metro
Manila. Likewise, it will help unclog city
streets of traffic.

Aside from big terminals, I would also
suggest that we build pocket terminals
within the city. This way, a jeepney or a bus
will not just load and unload passengers in a
narrow highway. They need not be multi·
million peso edifices. If there will be
Invitations to owners of private lands to
convert their property Into public terminals,
they will do so. They could then build stalls
around the terminals where they could derive
Income.

Let us now go to the major ideas. The
creation of a Ministry of Transportation will
not Improve the present problems. My feel·
ing is that the creation of such an agency
per se will not achieve what we have failed to
achieve now. Because, a similar agency will
be powerless over the Board of
Transportation. If the Ministry lays down a
policy and the BOT does not agree to that,
the former cannot do anything about It. The
BOT people could say that they cannot be
dictated upon In solving the traffic problem.
So in the event a Ministry of Transportation
is created, the accompanying legislations
or measures should be enacted to make It
solid and viable.

Another thing I'd like to point out is, that
insofar as solving transportation problems is
concerned, It is the technical people who
are in a position to do so. Lawyers cannot
solve such problems. Publlc necessity
should not be decided by legal arguments.
The transportation problem Is a highly teen
nteat problem the solutions to which
requires the use of sophisticated technology
and inputs from technical persons.

Lastly, the government should now realize
the need to subsidize the present transporta
tion system. The Idea of a subsidized mass
transj:)ortation will be coming sooner or later,
for the simple reason that rnass-transtt Is for
the poor, the aged, the studente, Hence, the
government should be prepared for that
eventuality.
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Introduction

Of all the warm blooded species residing
on this planet, the human being Is the most
difficult to convince that he should change
his habits. You well know that If children are
taught the correct way to behave when they
are young, they follow this path In later life.
When an adult has bean behaving In a partl
cular way for a long period of time, it is
difficult to convince him to change this
habit. The best method of changing behavior
is to convince the person that It is in his best
interest to do so, but if this type of approach
fails, a more direct approach is necessary:
to introduce the concept of a penaity.

Traffic managementauthorities thus have
two methods to use to infiuence the be
havior of drivers: One is advice and the other
is enforcement. Due to the frailty of human
nature, It is necessary to resort to the latter
at times, unfortunately far too often.

Logical approach to device installation

in designing traffic control systems and
in selecting the correct traffic control de
vices, a wealth of engineering knowledge
and experience is now available to assist the
designer. However, in all cases,care must be
exercised to ensure that each device when
viewed by the motorist or pedestrian must
be:-

(1) clearly visible,
(2) easily reador understood,and
(3) Is correctly chosen for the particular

situation.
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More will be said concerning the first
two Items later, but It Is the third that I would
draw your attention to at the moment. How
many times have you seen signs indicating
"Workmen Ahead" -' 'Slow"-"Oanger,"
only to find when you reach the danger spot
that there is nothing dangerous and there
are no persons working. It necessarily
follows that drivers will tend to disregard
these signs if they areused incorrectly.

Another demonstration of item (3) is the
traffic signal that causes unnecessary de
lays late at night when the traffic demand
is very small. Drivers can see that there Is no
opposing traffic, but are forced to stop for up
to 40 seconds at a red light. Usually, unless
a policeman is seen nearby,most drivers will
move across the intersection on the red
light.

The examples Illustrate the point that if
the behaviour of drivers is to be influenced
the control device must appear to be sen:
sible, and if this cannot be fully achieved the
element of fear of being fined must be used.
A combination of both factors usually
suffices for about 95 percent of the com
munity.

Communication with drivers

The saying that "Caesar's wife means
many things to many people" helps to ex·
plain the driver communication problem.
How many times have you received dlrec
tions from a friend on how to go to a certain
place. After following the instructions
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carefully you become lost. Although the
Instructions were clear, they lacked some
essentlal details that the person giving the
Instructions felt were too obvious to Include.
The same problem can be Identified In the
useof roadsigns.

Signs such as "DANGER SLOW DOWN"
are rather meaningless uniess accompanied
by a specific speed limit sign (andpreferably
a policeman hiding around- the next corner).

Roaddesigners normally payconsiderable
attentIon to using unambIguous signs and
these are normally chosen from a special
sign manual.Any signs that are non-standard
or erected by well meaning people should
only be permitted If approved by the appro
priate authority and are appropriate for the
particular situation. •

If we are to Influence the behavior of the
driver, the message that he receives should
be concise, positive, easily recognizable,
logical, and familiar to him.

Sign standards and visibility

The Philippine Government,being a signa
tory to the Vienna Convention In 1968
adopted the International system of road
signs, and a manual has been'pUblished by
the Ministry of Public Highways. All signs
erected should, be In accordance with this
manual. Drivers can thus associate color
with the meaning of a Sign-for example
red for regulatory and mandatory signs and
blue for Informative signs-such as dlrec
tionslgns.

Signs are normally manufactured from a
reflective material so that the signs appear
the same by day as they do at night. Letter
sizes on signs should also be selected from
appropriate manuals which give
recommendations concerning the size of the
sign related to the speed of vehicles on the
adjacent roadway.

Pavement markings

Pavement markings are also Important
devices that can influence the behaviour of
motorists. They are used to direct vehicles
to stop at a correct position at an Inter
section, and where lanes are allocated for
specific movements, arrows- are used to
provide a clear definition of the movements
permitted from aparticular lane.
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Reflecting glass beads are normally In
cluded with the road paint so that the lines
are visible at night and more Importantly
In rainy weather. Markings must therefore
be uniform and In accordance with a stand
ard manual if compliance by drivers and
pedestrians Is to beexpected.

Street lighting

This plays an Important role In tha recog
nition of control devices and Improving
road safety. This particularly applies to
Manila where the pedestrian accident rate is
very high. The provision of adequate street
lighting unfortunately Is In conflict with
measures to conserve energy and therefore
difficult decisions will have to be made.
A compromise solution has been recom
mendedby the TEAMProject, which Involves
the lighting of pedestrian crossings and
Intersections only, and deletion of plans to
Illuminate complete lengths of roadway. It Is
considered that this Is the most cost
effective solution for the present circum
stances.

One Important aspect of street lighting Is
that the addition of extra poles around an
Intersection should not create an additional
daytime hazard. care must be taken there
fore to ensure that the poles are correctly
placed and that- the number Is kept to an
abSOlute minimum.

Intersection improvements

The most common method of Improving
the safety and efficiency of an intersection
is to provide Islands to correctly channel the
opposing traffic flows. Normally, If the
volumes and accidents warrant, traffic
signals are Installed. Une marking, particu
larly stop lines and pedestrian crossing
lanes are associated with the intersection
treatment. Newly'lnstalled Islands must be
correctly dellneatad with reflectorlzed paint
and hazard markers.

Traffic signals

This Is a most complex subject and I will
deal briefly with It In this paper.The salient
points I wish to makeare:-

(1) The signals must be clearly visible
from all approaches.

(2) The phasing movements and cycle
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times must De appropriate for the
traffic volumes.

(3) The signals must be regularly main
tained.

(4) There must be enforcement of com
pliance with signal Indications.

Signais are usually installed to improve
traffic flow and safety. However, contrary
to popular belief, the number of accidents
usually increases after signals are Installed.
this applies particularly to high speed wide
roadsmainly at night.

However, It should be pointed out, that
although the total number of accidents in
creases, the type of accident changes
from right angle accidents (severe casual
ties) to right turning and rear accidents
(light casualties). see Fig. 1. Therefore from
the point of view of Injuries to people, the
traffic signals are performing a useful
task.

One of the current problems in Manila Is
lack of compliance with traffic signal Indi
cations. The timing plans in most of the
signals are inadequate for both peak hour
traffic and off peak traffic. Coupled with the
burned out bulbs and leek of maintenance,
the-effectiveness of the traffic signals Is not
good. These problems are related to the
subjects mentioned In the Introduction,
namelyvisibility and public acceptance.

The TEAM Project will be providing solu
tions to the above deflciencles-namely:-

(1) New signals will be Installed with two
lanterns per approach, placed on
posts and cantilever poles at each
Intersection.

(2) Traffic plan controllers will be changed
several times each day to ensure that
the current timing plan is the most
appropriateone for the traffic volumes.

(3) Arrow-signals will be more extensively
used.( Figs.2 and3)

(4) Comprehensive maintenance wlll be
Introduced.

(5) legislation will be Improved to assist
the enforcement officers In their task
of detecting and apprehending signal
violators.

(6) Public education programs wlll be
undertaken to ensure adequate under
standing by the general public of the
newsystems.
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AccJC1ents

A brief mention of accidents at Intersec
tions has alreadybeenmade,but I would like
to draw your attention to the TEAM system
of accident analysis. Accident spot maps of
Metro Manila have been complied for 19n
and 1978 and a priority order of solutions to
problems has been established based on
the data gathered from the accident spot
maps.Corrective measuresrelating to speci
fic intersections have been programmed by
the TEAM Project and this will be a contin
uing process of Improvement.

ConclusIons

It cannot be denied that we are faced with
severeroad traffic prOblems In Metro Manila.
The solution Involves the methodical analy
SiS of all aspects of the problem and finding
Individual answers to each problem. The
TEAM Project Is solving the engineering
problems but the human problems require
urgent attention, as well.

The objectives of InfJuencing the behav
Iour of drivers and pedestrians to be more
safety conscious and law abiding should be
high on the priority of all agencies Involved
with traffic Improvement. Some of the
methods that may assist this process are
expounded In this paper. Jt Is Important that
the public be educated to accept that higher
levels of enforcement and more traffic
control devices are for the common good. It
Is commonplace In other countries for the
public to expect very severe penalties and
high levels of enforcement for offences that
are known to cause severe road accidents
resulting In Injuries and death-SUCh as
dangerous driving and driving under the
influence of liquor.

High on the list of priorities Should be a
comprehensive program of road safety
education in schools, preferably operated by
an independentauthority andassisted by the
pollee.

ASwe know, the vehicular and pedestrian
accident rate In Manila Is at least double that
for North American and European cities
and thus a concentrated andcombined effort
is necessary to reduce this road trauma.



THE PROPOSED COMPUTERIZED SIGNAL
SYSTEM FOR QUEZON AVENUE

EstebanQ. Cases,Jr.
Transport Training Center

University 01 the Philippines

The Transport Training Center (TIC), In
cooperation with the Ministry of Public
Highways (MPH) will establish a new
computer controlled signal system along
Quezon Avenue. This Is part of the Japan
International Cooperation Agency (JICA)
Assistance Program. The objective of this
system Is to coordinate the signals In the
areaand to have the flexlblllty to accommo
date the fluctuation of traffic. .

Before we proceed any further, let us first
know what coordination means. Two Inter
sections are said to be coordinated If the
vehicles which are allowed to pass the first
Intersection on green are able to clear the
downstream Intersection without stopping
(I.e. the same vehicles will be able to meet
green light at the second In.tersectlon). With
this scheme, the delay (Which Is simply the
difference between the time of departure
and time of arrival of vehicles) at the second
intersection Is reducedenormously.This can
happenonly when the time Interval between
the beginning of green Indications of both
signals Is equal to the travel time between
the two Intersections. This time Interval Is
technically called the "offset". To maintain
the time relationship between the two, a
common cycle length must be adopted and a
single controller must be used for both. If
the coordination system Is expanded to In-

. elude other signalized Intersections In a
road, we have what Is called a "coordinated
line control system".
. What the TTC and the MPH wilt Introduce

In Manila is one of the most sophisticated
forms of control .system and has been
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adopted In many major cities of the world.
This Is called the Area Traftlc Control Sys
tem. It Is simply described as a series or
branches of line controlled signalized Inter
sections. The system has central contrOllers
which regulate the signals In the area.OWing
to rapid progress In electronics, electronic
computers have been Introduced into the
central controller and are made to handle
complex calculations to give logical
judgments In a short time.

IMPULSES IN DETECTOR

The TTC System consists of four major
components, namely: a computer, a central
controller, detectors and signals.

The detectors send traffic data to thecen
tral controller, wnlch the latter uses In com
puting for volume and (time) occupancy. The
controller then sends analyzed data to the
computer which decides on the appropriate
strategy-whether to lengthen or shorten
the cycle length, whether to change the split
or offset, whether to change phase, etc.
The computer then sends back to the central
controller the appropriate control

. parameters and the latter uses these .tn
regulating the traffic signals step by step.

Thedata provided by the detectors consist
of pulses which show whether vehicles are
present under the detectors or not. The
central controller measures the number and
duration of pulses In certain time Intervals.
The number of pulses represents,the traffic
volume during the same Interval (En)IT while
the ratio of the sum of durations of all pulses
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to the Interval Is called oocupancy {Etl%)IT.
Occupancy Is a measure of congestion;
occupancy of about 20percent means the
street Is already congested, hence green
light must be provided.

TheTTCTraffic Control System Includes a
fail-safe mechanism. When the computer
malfunctions, the central controller takes
over the operation of the system. It has a
logic or program which Is relatively simpler
compared to that of the computer to select
adequatecontrol parameters.When the esn
tral controller likewise bogs down, the
control Is transferred to the local controllers
which automatically operate the signals on
some predetermined timing plan. The local
controllers that will be Installed are multi·
dial, meaning they are capable of operating
on three programs-for morning peak,
afternoon peakand off.peak hour operations.

The Control Area Includes seven signal
Ized Intersections, namely-Banawe, Scout
Chuatoco, Roosevelt, Delta Circle, Scout
Borromeo and EDSA. Either sonar or under
ground magnetic detectors will be installed
at the approaches of these intersections to
gather the necessary data needed by the
computer to decide on the appropriate
control parameters to be adopted-cycle
length, offset, splits, etc. From these same
data, the computer can decide whether to
adopt a two directional coordinated control
program, or traffic responsive control
program, etc. Two·way coordination will be
used when flows from both
directions-Welcome and UP are heavy. For
this program, the traffic signals for different
signals will either be simultaneous or alter
nate. But in cases where flow from only one
direction Is heavy and critical, the one-way
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coordination will be adopted. The system
will be traffic responsive. Control parameters
like cycle length, splits, offset, etc. will vary
from time to time dependingon the needsas
reflected by the Information gathered by the
detectors.

Aside from detectors, traffic conditions at
various Intersections will be monitored to
the TTC Control Center by CCTV cameras.
This will give the peopleat the center the up
to date visual information of the flow condi
tions at intersections and some selected
mldblock points along Quezon Avenue.

For the point in front of the 8to. Domingo
Church, the center will install a pedestrian
actuated traffic signal. This Is operated with
a push of a button. If a pedestrianpushesthe
button, the central controller sends the.
Indication and timing to the signal controller
to turn Into pedestrian-green. Otherwise, the
traffic signal always displays car-green In
dications.

Various geometric improvements are
being done at Quezon AvenueIn preparation
for the computerized signalization. The
number of lanes In midblocks Is Increased
from three to four. This will Improve the
capacity of the road. For Intersection ap
proaches, more lanes are constructed to
Increase their saturation flow capability.
For the sake of efficiency, the whole proj
ect area will be properly marked (painted)
with pedestrian lanes, left turn, right turn or
through lanes,speedlimit, etc.

The most radical geometric Improvement
that will be done is the removal of the ro
tendss at Delta and EDSA. These will be
converted to ordinary channelized and sig
nalized Intersections, to reduce their areas
of conflict, making them easier to handle.

Another geometric Improvement that Is
of major Importance is the provision of more
but shorter left-turn lanes. This Is done to
allow more left-turning vehicles to pass in a
much shorter time. This will, In the process,
provide more green time to the more
important through stream.

In connection with and to provide the
basis for the Quezon Avenue Project, various
studies havebeendone such as surveys on
traffic volume, saturation flow, waiting
queue, general characteristics and pedes
trian crossing.

Traffic Volume Survey I was conducted
to determine the volume characteristics for
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a day.Surveys wereconducted from 6am. to
9 p.m. of Wednesday. The vehicles were
classified into passengercars, jeepney,bus,
truek, etc. Turning movements at various In
tersections were noted-left, right, U and
through. This was conducted with the use of
manual tally counters.

Traffic Volume Survey II made !Jse of four
automatic counters installed at the midblock
of Tueson and Banawe, and between Roces
and Delta Circle. Its purpose is to know the
volumevariation in a week. It was conducted
from 6 a.m, to 9 p.m., continuously for 1
week.

Saturation Flow Study was conducted In
all signalized intersections in the control
area. This study was extended as per re
quest of MPHto include the intersections of
C.M.Recto-J.A. Santos, EDSA-New York,
Espana-Forbes, Taft-Buendia, Taft
Herran, Taft-UN and Magsaysay-Pureza.
The aim of this study is to determine the
saturation flow rate or the maximum num
ber of vehicles thet can flow during a time
interval assuming there is a queueand a 100
percent green time. This information is
needed becausethe required green time per
stream is proportional to the ratio of flow
(volume) to the saturation flow of that
stream. The result of this study will help us
establish the Philippine standard for
saturation flow and passengercar unit (pcu)
equivalent At present, saturation flow for
the whole width of the road is already
computed, however, In establishing a
standard, the saturation flow rate per lane or
per unit effective width of the road is more
important. It is here where the difficulty lies
because even though the approaches are
properly marked with lane separators, the
vehicles don't stick to their lanes. Some
vehicles transfer from lane.to laneand some
even straddle two lanes. The actual number
of columns of cars variesduring the surveys;
sometimes three lanes, sometimes four and
sometimes evenfive. For Intersections with
out lane markings the problem is bigger.
Furthermore, there Is no definite column of
vehicles. The left-turning traffic sometimes
movesIn single file andsometimes in double
file and sometimes through traffic
encroaches into left-turn lanes. Because of
these, the effective width (actual width used
by vehicles)of the road is hard to establish,
making the saturation flow rate harder to
standardize.
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The·waiting queue observation was done
with a memo-motion camera at Intersections
of Banawe, Rooseveit and Roces, the three
foremost bottlenecks of Quezon Avenue.
This was conducted to know the waiting
queue density and to study the change of
waiting queue length. This information will
help determine the number and length of
lanes needed and the required cycle time to
easethis queue.

Pedestrian Crossing Survey was
conducted at various points nameiy: a) in
front of Sto. Domingo Church b) between
Roosevelt and Roces, and c) in Rotonda
Circle. Forb and e, the surveys were con
ducted from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. on a week day;

and in a at the same time on a week day
and Sunday. This study was conducted to
determine pedestrian volume variation. With
tne use of a memo-motioncamera,the normal
route of pedestrians across Quezon Avenue
at b is traced and the walking speed com
puted. These are necessary in proper ioca
tion of pedestrian crosswalk and in com.
putlng for the minimum time for the pedes·
trian green. Shown above Is the result of the
computation at b.

In the United States, by way of
comparison, the minimum green time to
allow the pedestrian to clear the intersec·
tion is based on a walking speed of 1.5
mlsec.
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Public Lecture Series Concluded

A lecture on "New Towns Planning:Philip.
pine Style" on May9, 1979by Nathaniel Von
Elnsiedel, General Manager of Hu·
men Settlements Corporation,
concluded the public service forum series
jointly sponsored by the institute of Environ·
mental Planning, the U.P. Planning and De
velopment Research Foundation tne., and
the Philippine Institute of Environmental
Plannere.

The series of sevenpublic lectures which
started with the Inaugurallecture on "Humen
Settlements as a. National Policy" on Octo·
bel' 14, 1978 by Or. Onofre D. Corpuz, was
designed to create public awareness of the
realltles, problems, emerging patterns,
challenges and opportunities present In en·
vlronmental planning In the country today.

The other topiCS and lecturers in the
series that developed the general
"Institutional Framework for tha Planning
end Menagement of Human Settlements"

Includethe following:
"Towardsa National UrbanLandPollcy"

Atty. A.teya M. SIntlago; "Metro-Manila
Transportation Problem and the Traffic Ex·
perlment"-Generel ManagerJose Crlsanto,
Jr. Metro Manila Corporation;
"Approaches to Rural Resettlement Plan·
nlng"-Deputy Minister Benjamin Labayen
of the Ministry of AgrarianReform;"Meeting
the Needs for Houslng"-Generel Manager
Florenclo Orendaln of the National Home
Mortgage Finance Corporetlon; end "Meet·
Ing the Needs for Water"-Natlonal Re
source Expert Carlos Borromeo. of the
Ministry of HumanSettlements.

Each lecture was followed by reactions
from Invited discussants who were
acknowledgad . experts In their respective
fields and a ganeral open forum. All lectures
were held at the Institute of Environmental
Planning excapt for tha concluding part
which was held at the U.P. Asian Institute
of Tourism.

Arch. Nathaniel von Elns/edel of the Human Settlements Development Corporation
delivers the conCluding lectureat AIr.
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Revised MURP Curriculum
Takes Effect

The revised curriculum under the Master
In Urbanand Regional Plan"lng takes effect
In June of schoolyear 1979-1980.

The rationale behind the latest revision of
the MURP Program, according to UPIEP Dean
Leandro A. Viloria, stems from the need to
strengthen the preparation of planners In the
light of two major developments. One Is the
Institution of human settlements planning
and management as a new and emerging
discipline following the creation of the
Ministry of Human Settlements. The other Is
the recognition and regulation of environ
mental planning as a distinct profession
with the enactment of P.O. 1308.

As approvedby the Curriculum Committee
of the University, the revised curriculum will
Institute four areas of specialization: urban
planning, regional planning, estate planning
and management,and public works planning
and development.

The other features of the new curriculum,
as explained by Dr. Benjamin V. Carino,
Director of Graduate Studies Include the
following:

1. It Increases the number of unit require
ments as follows: Plan A-from 36 to
39jPlanB-from 42to 45.

2. It expands the core courses with the
elevation of-Planning Law to the status
of a core course, thereby Increasing
the core courses from 18 to 21 units.

3. It replaces or subsumes the old areas
of concentration under the new ones,
e.g., transportation under urban plan
ning, regional location theory under
regional planning, housing under es
tate planning and management, and
Infrastructure support under public
works planning and development.

4. It sets up a comprehensive workshop
as an Integrating course for the various
areas of specialization. This replaces
the old Internship program.
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All other aspects of the present curriculum
remain unchanged Including the degree title
and the duration of the program. Students
enrolled in the old curriculum areenjoined-to
shift to the new one. Dr. Carifto assures that
all subjects taken under the old curriculum
can be credited towards the new.

This latest curricular revision Is the
second major change In the graduate
program of the lEP. When the Institute was
established In 1965, It offered the Master In
Environmental Planning degree under a
trlmestral calendar. The MEP was aspectual
In Its approach and offered no areas of spe
cialization.

In 1975, the MEP was changed Into the
current Master In Urban .:lnd Regional Plan
ning. The MURP was a major departure In
that It offered common core courses and
four different areas of specialization. It also
split options by allowing students to pursue
a thesis or a non-thesis program, which
could be completed In two years following
the regular semestral calendar, thereby
abolishing the trlmestral calendar.

IEP Faculty Hold Confab

Following the approval recently by the
Currioulum Commlttea of the proposed
revision of the MURP Program, a two-day
conference of the IEF faculty was held on
30-31 March 1979 to map out strategies for
Its full Implemeritatlon beginning next
school year. The venue of the conference
was CovelandlaIn Kawlt, cavite.

The main purpose of the conference was
to discuss possible changes In the core
courses as well as the contents of new
courses under the revised curriculum. Other
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mat·ters were also taken up such as the
admission requirements and the administra
tion of the comprehensive examinations.

Earlier, the faculty had been divided into
work teams. Each team was to prepare the
course outlines for each of the courses
under one area of specialization. The
outlines were expected to include course
description, course objectives, list of topics
and proposed references. Accordingly, five
such teams were oreated as follows: Core
Course-Dean L.A. Viloria, Prof. D.A. En
driga, Prof. M. Tekie; Urban Planning-Prof.
T.C. Firmallno, Prof. J.U. Nierras, Prof. L.S.
Velmonte; Regional Planning-Prof. G.S.
calabia, Prof. C.D. Turlngan, Ms. L.P. Buen
venlda; Estate Planning-Prof. B.V. Carino,
Prof. Y.M. Exoonde, Prof. Z.A. Manalo;

MURP
27 Receive Master's
Degree.; In Planning

The U.P. Institute of Environmental Plan
ning graduated 27 students under the Master
In Urban and Regional Planning Program
on April 22,1979.

Senen R. Rioaslo Is the lone graduate
under the thesis program (Plan A).With area
of oonoentration in regional location theory,
Rlcaslo successfully defended his thesis
entitled "The Changing Pattern of Distribu
tion of Manufacturing Industries in the Phil
ippines: 1967-1975."

The other new planners are: Rodolfo G.
Adato, Remedios C. Alebln, Suzzette B.
Badon, Tomas L. Buen, Reynaldo A. Caca
tlan, Luis Ma. R. Calingo, Serafin B. Cruz,
Minda M. Desamlto, Jose R.Enverga, Joseph
Michael P. Esplna, Lalda N. Fernandez,
Leslie B. Gatan, Zlnte L. Garola, Jean M.
Gonzales.

Nareclta T. Ibanez, Evangeline T. Lopez,
Ma. Lourdes T. Munarrlz, Fernando S.
Nabong, Myrna O. Nleva, Elizabeth D. Papa,
Benllda A. Planas, Jane Estela Q. Qulmpo,
Josellna R. Santiago, Ernesto M. Serote,
Orllno P.Tuzon,and Julie Viloria.
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Public Works Planning and Development
Prof. F.B. Silao, Prof. P.C. cal, and Mr. E.M.
Serote.

The two-day conference was, for the most
part, devoted to the discussion of the out
puts of the work teams. Five sessions were
actually spent on this. Another session was
devoted to the consideration of the requlr.
ments of the graduate programs.

Faoulty members present In the center
enoe Include: G.S. Calabla, B.V. carino, T.C.
FlrmaJlno, C.O. Marquez, J.U. Nlerras, E.M.
Serote, F.B. suse, M. Tekle, J.R. Valdecaf\as,
LA. Viloria, L.P. Buenvenlda, D.A. Endrlga,
Y.M. Exoonde,Z. Manalo, and L. S.Velmonte.

Secaretarlal support was provided by Ms.
Norma B. Aloantara, Minerva B. VergeI de
Dlos, Edith P. dela Rosa and Llna B. Dayao.

Of the 27 graduates, nine chose to special
Ize In transport planning, nine in Infrastruc
ture support, six in regional location theory,
and three in housing.

SCURP
28Complete Special
Course in Planning

Twenty-eight participants In the Six-Month
Speolal Course In Urban and Regional Plan
ning (SCURP) received their certificates of
training during the closing ceremonies at the
Aberdeen Court, Quezon City, on April 19,
1979. Exeoutlve Director Ernesto C.
Mendiola of the Human Settlements Regula
tory Commission was the guest speaker.

The SCURP is a Joint project of the Insti
tute of Environmental Planning and the U.P.
Planning and Development Research Foun
dation, Inc. (PLANADES). It's main objective
Is to enable participants to "acquire a
broader understanding of the growth and
change In urban and regional systems and
upgrade their skills and oompetencles in
formulating human settlement development
plans and programs."
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One of the 3rd SCURPlansreceives his of training from Dean L.A.
PLANADES Prasldent Antonio varlss and Train/TIn DirectorJimmy Nlerras.

Now on Its third year,the SCURP adoptsa
different focus every This year'scourse
had for its themethe "planning for the basic
needs of human settlements." The special
course Is under the supervision of Prof.
Jaime U. Nlerras,Director Training of the
Institute.

The successful participants represented
some ten government agencies and two
private firms. The 8ureau of Lands accoun
ted for more than half of the participants.

The following Is a Ust of the successful
trainees: Alclde B. Amador, Amado T.
Atienza, Vicente P. Aviles, Romeo S.
Ma. Erllnda L. BaJentlng, Tlmotto M. 8an
dong, Francisco A. Bayas, Luella M. Cagu
lada, Octavlo G. Canta, Victor T. Cendana.

Tomaelto C. Cruz, Remon Ft Dalena,
FloranteM. Ilarde,Rodney C.Lopez, Coruon
R. Macavlnta, Antonio M. Magdamit, Luis
A. Mamltag, Jr., Eleno Ft Marbll, Marie
Josephine P. Pansacola, Eugenio A. Parel,
Danno S. Rangel, Jeremias O. Resus,
8enlgno V. 8anlco, Jr., Apronlano V. Sing
80n, Manuel P. Troncales m, Antonio 8.
TUdanca, Erasmo D. Valdecanas and
ConcordloD.Zuniga.

4th SCURP

MeanWhile, the Training has also
announced the opening of the 4th SCURP
on September 3, 1979. The six-month non
degree course will on for
Integretedruralde"elc>pl"Ium,t.

The new focus is in with the current
development"

by Marcos In his
budget message of 1978. It Is also In
response to the expressed desire of govern
ment agencies determined In a nationwide
survey conducted earlier this year by the
training staff.

Although majority of the participants
come from government agencies, applicants
from entitles arealso welcome.

For more details, interested parties are
requested to communicate with the Treln
ing Director, U.P. Institute of Environmental
Planning, Dillman,Quezon City.
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About the Contributors

PRIMITIVO C. CAL-Is one of the few Filipino experts In a field that
Is almost the exclusive preserve of foreign consultants-trans
port and traffic planning. engineering and management. He Is
at present Assistant Professor at the UP Institute of Environ
mental Planning and concurrently project director of the Metro
Cebu Land Use and Transportation Study Jointly sponsored by
the MPWTC. NEDA an~ the Ministry of Human Settlements. He
Is also project adviser at MHS~ consultant at PPDO/MPWTC and
the Metro Manila Traffic Management Authority and Technical
Director of Asia Consultants. Inc. These professional Involve
ments of his are backed up by a solid educational preparation
which Includes a Ph.D. In transportation planning (University of
Dundee,U.K.,1976). a master's degree In transportation engineer
Ing (Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok. 1970), and a
bachelor's degree In civil engineering (Cebu Institute of Tech
nology, 1965).

ESTEBAN Q. CASES, JR.-teaches traffic engineering at the newly
set-up Transport Training Center, University of the Philippines.
a position he assumed after a two-month training In traffic
managemEtnt, engineering and planning In Tokyo. Japan. He
holds a B.S. In civil engineering (cum laude), University of the
Philippines, 1977. As head of the TTC Traffic Survey Team he
has been Involved In a number of traffic studies in Metro Manila
and Metro Oebu.

JOSE CRISANTO, JR.-Is President and General Manager or Metro
Manila Transit Corporation, a state-owned bus firm. At the same
time he serves as .....110n Officer for Transportation In the Office
of the Governor, Metropolitan ManJla Commission. His Involve
ment In the trantlportatlon business spans almost 30 years now.
Upon obtaining his degree In Law (MLQU~ 1951)he became legal
officer of ALATCOTransportation, Inc. and Eastern Tayabas Bus
Co. In 20 years he rose to become General Manager of both bus
firms. From 1971 to 1972 he was President 01 Pantranco North
and South Express, lne., the country's largest bus company.
Then In 1972 he became President and General Manager of the
Manila-basedJD.Translt.lnc•• a position he held until the MMTC
was organiZedIn 1974.

PESMOND MURRAY DENT-Is Consultant Project Manager of the
Traffic Engineering and Management (TEAM) Project which Is
upgrading the traffic· facliltles In Metro Manila. A holder of
degrees In Engineering and Economics, both obtained from
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Queensland, Australia, Mr. Dent Is associate member of the
Australian Institution of Engineers. He also spent several years
studying rail and road transportation engineering in the United
Kingdom. Mr. Dent was responsible for Installing the first com
puter controlled traffic system in Australia and for the design
and construction of area traffic control systems In the City of
Brisbane In his capacity as traffic control manager engineer
for the Main Road Department of Queensland, Australia, prior
to his coming to Manila.

JAIME U. NIERRAS-Is Assistant Professor at the UP Institute of
Environmental Planning and Consultant to the Ministry of
Human Settlements. He obtained two master's degrees in plan
ning: Master In Urban Planning (Michigan State Unlver~ity,

1911) under a Fulbright-Hays grant and Master in Urban Trans
portation Planning (University of British Columbia, 1911) under
a United Nations Fellowship and a degree In Architecture (Uni
versity of the Philippines). Mr. Nlerras has had a very extensive
experience In physical planning, comprehensive town planning
urban renewal and the like having been connected with various
government and private planning agencies. Part of his fellowship
grants was the opportunity to observe city planning and trans
port planning and management In major cities of North America,
Western Europe, the Middle East and Asia. He has also lectured
extensively on various topiCS related to planning as well as at
tended several international conferences on different aspects
of planning.
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